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CHAPTER 1.  GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
 The importance of electronic structure methods in the field of chemistry was 
underscored in 1998 with the Nobel Prize presentation to Walter Kohn and the late Sir John 
A. Pople for the development of computational methods in quantum chemistry.  Since then, 
the shift towards a multi-core multi-parallel computing paradigm [1] and the development of 
highly efficient and highly parallel quantum chemistry codes [2,3] allow chemists to augment 
research with computational calculations in efforts to validate and/or predict chemical 
findings.  The iterative process of theory validating experiment and experiment validating 
theory is the self-consistent procedure that has helped to evolve the science.  However, much 
care must be taken when using quantum chemical tools to interpret or model experiments.  
Solvent effects are commonly omitted in quantum chemistry calculations.  Most experiments 
are performed in the condensed phase.  Solvents have been found to significantly alter the 
energetics associated with chemical processes [4] in addition to changing the structure [5] 
and the photochemistry [6-10] of the solute.  Approaches are available to treat solvent 
effects; however, not all approaches treat solvents equally well, and care must be taken in 
choosing an appropriate solvent model [11].  This thesis will focus on the use of quantum 
chemical tools to study chemical phenomena in water, specifically the hydrolysis mechanism 
of 1-substituted silatranes and the solvent-induced shifts of the π→π* charge transfer state of 
p-nitroaniline.  Assessment of the performance of some of the quantum chemical tools used 
and the application of a new approach for the treatment of solvent effects will also be 
presented. 
Dissertation Organization 
 The computational methods employed in the current body of work are described in 
the Introduction.  The next two chapters detail the study of chemical systems in aqueous 
solution, while the last two chapters investigate the performance of various electronic-
structure methods. 
 Chapter 2 describes the theoretical mechanistic study of the hydrolysis of 1-
substituted silatranes.  The study investigates why the hydrolysis process is experimentally 
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observed to proceed much faster in the presence of an acid catalyst.  Chapter 3 applies the 
combined time-dependent density functional theory/effective fragment potential method 
(TDDFT/EFP) to the study of the solvent-induced shift of the lowest π→π* charge transfer 
excited state of p-nitroaniline.  The accuracy of the TDDFT/EFP calculated solvent shift in 
water is compared with experiment along with highly correlated ab initio based methods, and 
the source of the solvent shift is analyzed in terms of solute-solvent interaction contributions. 
 The performance of various density functionals for the calculation of vertically 
excited states within the linear response time-dependent density functional theory formalism 
is analyzed in a benchmark investigation presented in Chapter 4.  The goal of this project is 
to determine if the performance of sophisticated ground state density functionals employing 
the kinetic energy density carries over to the excited state.  In Chapter 5, the details of a 
combined coupled-cluster/effective fragment potential (CC/EFP) approach is presented and 
applied to the study of the hydrolysis process of 1-substituted silatranes from Chapter 2, the 
solvatochromic shift of p-nitroaniline from Chapter 3, and the solvation of negatively 
charged ions from previous works in the literature.  The focus of this project is to assess the 
performance of the CC/EFP approach, which limits the mutual equilibration of the solvent 
polarization to the optimization of the reference wavefunction, for treatment of solvent 
effects.  
Theoretical Background 
 The field of quantum chemistry merges the study of chemical systems with quantum 
theory.  Because of the wave-particle duality of electrons and energy, the physics of a 
chemical system is governed by the laws of quantum mechanics.  In quantum mechanics, the 
state of a physical system in the absence of a time-dependent potential is defined by a 
wavefunction dependent on both nuclear and electronic coordinates, 
 Ψ  (1) 
In addition, all physically measurable quantities (observables) of a system are described by 
an operator [12].  Quantum chemists are interested in the energy associated with a chemical 
system; therefore, the operator governing the total energy is the Hamiltonian and consists of 
five terms, 
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 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆe n en ee nnH T T V V V= + + + +  (2) 
The first two terms in Eq. (2), in atomic units, are the kinetic energy operators of the 
electrons and nuclei, 
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The summations in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) are over the total number of electrons N  and nuclei 
M , respectively, AM  is the mass of nucleus A  and 
2∇ is the Laplacian operator, 
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The third term in Eq. (2) describes the electron-nuclear attraction, 
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where AZ  is the charge of nucleus A  and iAr  is the distance between electron i  and nucleus 
A .  The last two terms in Eq. (2) describe the electron-electron and nuclear-nuclear 
repulsions, 
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ijr  is the distance between electrons i  and j , and ABr  is the distance between nucleus A  and 
B .  Obtaining the total energy of a chemical system requires solving the following 
eigenvalue problem, 
 Hˆ EΨ = Ψ  (9) 
Eq. (9) is also referred to as the time-independent non-relativistic Schrödinger equation.  The 
dependence of the wavefunction in Eq. (1) on both nuclear and electronic coordinates makes 
solving the Schrödinger equation difficult.  To simplify the problem, an approximation is 
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made by noting the difference in mass between electrons and nuclei (protons and neutrons 
are ≈ 1800 times heavier than electrons) [13]. In the Born-Oppenheimer “clamped nuclei” 
approximation [14], the nuclei are stationary with respect to electronic motion.  Or simply, 
electrons move in the potential of the nuclei.  As a result, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) 
simplifies to 
 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆe en ee elecH T V V H= + + =  (10) 
and is referred to as the electronic Hamiltonian.   
 ˆ elec elec elec elecH EΨ = Ψ  (11) 
The total energy of the system, totalE , within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is 
obtained by solving for the electronic energy in Eq. (11) and adding the nuclear repulsion 
term from Eq. (8), 
 total elec nuclE E E= +  (12) 
Due to the inseparability of the electron-electron distance, ijr , in Eq. (7), obtaining a closed 
solution to Eq. (11) is not possible and further approximations are made.   
 The crudest approximation is the independent particle model (IPM), in which a 
separable wavefunction can be constructed as a product of one-electron spin-orbitals ( )i iφ r , 
 ( ) ( ) ( )IPM 1 1 2 2 n nφ φ φΨ = "r r r  (13) 
 The independent particle model, combined with the Variational Principle, results in 
an average treatment for electron repulsion, 
 HFeeV V≈  (14) 
Incorporating the required antisymmetry into the wavefunction by using Slater determinants 
within the variationally optimized independent particle model, 
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leads to the Hartree-Fock (HF) method [15].  In Eq. (15), N  is a normalization constant. The 
use of (antisymmetric) Slater determinants ensures that the antisymmetry (Pauli exclusion) 
principle is satisfied [16].  The HF energy for a closed-shell system is, 
 ( )/2 /2 /2HF HF HF
1 1 1
ˆ| | 2 2
N N N
elec ii ij ij
i i j
E H h J K
= = =
= Ψ Ψ = + −∑ ∑∑  (16) 
where i  and j  index electrons and iih  defines the one-electron integrals, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )* 21 1 1
1
1| |
2
M
A
ii ii i i i
A iA
Zh i h i d
r
ψ ψ
=
⎛ ⎞= = − ∇ −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑∫ r r r  (17) 
and the two-electron integrals are, 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )* *1 1 2 2 1 2
1 2
1|ij i i j jJ ii jj d dψ ψ ψ ψ= = −∫ ∫ r r r r r rr r  (18) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )* *1 1 2 2 1 2
1 2
1|ij i j j iK ij ij d dψ ψ ψ ψ= = −∫ ∫ r r r r r rr r  (19) 
ijJ  and ijK  are referred to as the Coulomb and exchange integral, respectively.  The HF 
energy expression in Eq. (16) can be equivalently written as, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )/2 /2HF
1
2 | | 2 | |
N N
ii
i j
E i h i ii jj ij ij
=
⎡ ⎤= + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑ ∑  (20) 
 The HF method is based on the independent particle model and does not consider the 
instantaneous repulsion of electrons.  As such, the energy associated with the correlated 
motion of electrons, correlationE , is defined as the difference between the HF energy and the 
exact non-relativistic energy within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, 
 correlation HFE E E= −  (21) 
The HF method can normally accounts for more than 99% of the total energy; however, the 
energies associated with chemical phenomena, e. g., bond dissociation and electronic 
excitation, can only be predicted with accuracy if electron correlation is included in the 
calculation.  Much effort in quantum chemistry has been invested in the development of 
computationally efficient and accurate methods for capturing the electron correlation energy.  
 A method that attempts to capture electron correlation is density functional theory 
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(DFT) [17-20].  DFT approaches the problem of calculating the electron correlation energy 
by noting that the energy is a functional of the electronic density, 
 ( ) ( ) 21 1 2 1 2, , N NN ds d dρ = Ψ∫ ∫ … …r x x x x x  (22) 
a function of three variables, x , y , and z .  If the exact electronic density of a chemical 
system is known, then the positions of the nuclei are also known from the cusps in the 
density.  The total number of electrons of the system is obtained from, 
 ( ) d Nρ =∫ r r  (23) 
The theoretical foundation for DFT was established in a seminal paper by Hohenberg and 
Kohn [19].  However, the ability to link between the electronic density and the energy of a 
system requires the knowledge of the universal functional.  The paper by Hohenberg and 
Kohn established the formalism for DFT, but this paper does not provide an approach to 
obtaining the universal functional.  It is unclear how one would go about obtaining the 
electronic density without prior knowledge of the wavefunction for the system.  Kohn and 
Sham [20] introduced a formalism for density functional theory based on calculations that 
made use of the methods currently available in quantum chemistry codes, i.e. HF.  Kohn-
Sham DFT makes similar use of the independent particle model and then partially corrects 
for this assumption by adding an exchange-correlation contribution to the calculation of the 
electronic energy, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )/2 /2DFT
1
2 | | 2 | | |
N N
ii i xc i
i j
E i h i ii jj vφ φ
=
⎡ ⎤= + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑ ∑  (24) 
Comparing Eq. (24) with Eq. (20) shows the overlap between HF and KS theory.  The 
exchange-correlation potential is defined as the functional derivative of the exchange-
correlation energy with respect to the electronic density, 
 xcxc
Ev δδρ=  (25) 
The exchange-correlation energy is defined as, 
 ( ) ( ), , , , , ,xcE f dα β αα αβ ββ α βρ ρ ρ γ γ γ τ τ= ∫ r r  (26) 
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where f  is the density functional approximation to the universal functional.  The density 
gradient invariants are defined as, 
 
 , , ,αα α α αβ α β ββ β βγ ρ ρ γ ρ ρ γ ρ ρ= ∇ ⋅∇ = ∇ ⋅∇ = ∇ ⋅∇  (27) 
and the kinetic energy density is given as, 
 ( ) ( )occ 21 | |
2 i ii
σ στ φ= ∇∑r r  (28) 
Density functional approximations may be classified according to their level of 
sophistication.  The local density approximation (LDA) functionals depend only on the 
electronic spin densities, 
 ( )LDA ,f α βρ ρ  (29) 
while generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functionals include the density gradient 
invariants, 
 ( )GGA , , , ,f α β αα αβ ββρ ρ γ γ γ  (30) 
Meta-generalized gradient approximation (meta-GGA) functionals include the electron spin 
densities, density gradient invariants, and the kinetic energy density, 
 ( )meta-GGA , , , , , ,f α β αα αβ ββ α βρ ρ γ γ γ τ τ  (31) 
Functionals that make use of an admixture, HFc , of HF exchange, 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )/2 /2Hybrid-DFT HF
1
2 | | 2 | | | |
N N
ii i xc i
i j
E i h i ii jj c ij ij vφ φ
=
⎡ ⎤= + − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑ ∑  (32) 
are referred to as global hybrid density functionals.  Functionals in which HF 0c =  are 
classified as pure density functionals. 
 Capturing electron correlation using wavefunction based methods can be achieved 
through electronic excitations.  Obtaining the total non-relativistic energy within the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation can be achieved using the full configuration-interaction (CI) 
method.  In full CI, the wavefunction is defined as [21], 
 
occ virt occ virt occ virt
CI ref ...
a a ab ab abc abc
i i ij ij ijk ijk
i a i j a b i j k a b c
C C C
< < < < < <
Ψ = Φ + Φ + Φ + Φ +∑∑ ∑∑ ∑ ∑  (33) 
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where , ,i j k  denote occupied (occ) orbitals and , ,a b c  denote virtual (virt) orbitals. 
The first term in Eq. (33) is the reference wavefunction, refΦ , normally taken as the HF 
solution.  The second term in Eq. (33) denotes single excitations from the reference state.  
The variable aiC  is the CI coefficient associated with the excitation, 
a
iΦ .  The CI coefficient 
measures the contribution of an excitation to the CI wavefunction.  The third and fourth 
terms in Eq. (33) are double and triple excitation terms, respectively, up to N -fold 
excitations, where N  is the number of electrons.  Full CI scales exponentially, and 
performing full CI calculations is only possible for small chemical systems.  In practice, the 
number of excitations is truncated.  Truncating Eq. (33) at single excitations gives the CIS 
(single excitations) method but does not offer any improvement to the ground-state energy 
due to Brillouin's Theorem [22].  Truncation at double excitations is necessary to improve the 
HF ground state energy.  However, the scaling of the CISD (singles and doubles excitations) 
method is on the order of ( )6O N  where N  is a measure of system size [23].   
 A computationally efficient alternative to CISD is Møller-Plesset second order 
perturbation theory (MP2) [13,24] which has a formal scaling of ( )5O N ,    
 ( ) ( ) ( )
2
occ virt
2 | |
i j a b i j a b
ij ab ia jb
E ε ε ε ε< <
−⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦= + − −∑∑  (34) 
 Efficiently capturing electron correlation beyond MP2 can be accomplished within 
many-body theory with coupled-cluster (CC) theory.  CC theory uses an exponential ansatz 
to convert a single-reference wavefunction, refΦ , into the exact wavefunction, 
 ( ) 2 3CC ref ref1 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆΨ exp 1 ...2! 3!T T T T⎛ ⎞= Φ = + + + + Φ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (35) 
The right-hand side of Eq. (35) shows the Taylor series expansion of the cluster operator, and  
 1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ... nT T T T= + + +  (36) 
where n is the total number of electrons in the system.  Operating on the reference 
wavefunction (usually the HF wavefunction) yields, 
 
occ virt
ref
ˆ abc abc
n ijk ijk
i j k a b c
T t
< < < < < <
Φ = Φ∑ ∑ … …… …
… …
 (37) 
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and abcijkt
…
…  denotes the CC amplitudes (CI-like coefficients) associated with the corresponding 
excitation operator, nˆT .  Higher order excitations contribute to the CC energy indirectly 
through the CC amplitudes [23,25].  CC theory is a powerful tool for capturing electron 
correlation. 
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CHAPTER 2.  A DASH OF PROTONS:  
A THEORETICAL STUDY ON THE HYDROLYSIS 
MECHANISM OF 1-SUBSTITUTED SILATRANES  
AND THEIR PROTONATED ANALOGS 
 
A paper submitted to Computational and Theoretical Chemistry 
 
Sarom Sok† and Mark S. Gordon† 
Abstract 
 Ab initio calculations were carried out to study the hydrolysis mechanism of 1-
substituted silatranes in the presence of an acid (acid-catalyzed) and an additional water 
(water-assisted).  Compared with the neutral hydrolysis mechanism involving one water, use 
of an acid catalyst reduces the barrier associated with the rate-limiting step by ≈ 14 kcal/mol.  
A modest decrease of ≈ 5 kcal/mol is predicted when an additional water molecule is added 
to the neutral hydrolysis mechanism involving one water.  The combination of an acid 
catalyst and an additional water molecule reduces the barrier by ≈ 27 kcal/mol.  Bond order 
analysis suggests ring cleavage involving the bond breaking of a siloxane and silanol group 
during the neutral and acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes, respectively.  
Solvent effects, represented by the PCM continuum model, do not qualitatively alter 
computational gas-phase results. 
 
                                                 
† Department of Chemistry and Ames Laboratory, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011-3111 
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Figure 1.  Structure for 1-substituted silatrane. 
 
 
R = H, Cl, F, CH3, NH2, OH, PH2, SiH3 
1.  Introduction 
 Silatranes belong to a special class of biologically active heterocyclic 
pentacoordinated organosilicon compounds with no biologically active carbon analogs [1,2].  
Frye et al. first reported the synthesis and characterization of silatranes in 1961 (initially 
referred to as triptych-siloxazolidines), Figure 1 [3].  The Frye et al. experimental 
observations suggest a transannular “dative bond” between silicon and nitrogen, stability 
against nucleophilic reactions and reluctance to neutralize in glacial acetic acid (strong acid).  
X-ray diffraction analysis confirms a tricyclic cage structure involving hypervalent silicon 
centered in a trigonal-bipyramidal arrangement, surrounded equatorially by three endocyclic 
oxygens and axially by a substituent group and an opposing nitrogen; with the nitrogen lone 
pair directed towards the positively charged silicon center in an electrostatically favorable 
arrangement [4].  Adding to the structural novelty of silatranes, the transannular silicon-
nitrogen distance falls between the sum of their covalent and nonbonded radii, 1.89 Å and 
2.69 Å, respectively, suggesting a weak transannular interaction between Si and N [5].  Since 
the first reported synthesis and characterization, the product of the alcoholysis of 
trialkoxysilanes by trialkanolamines has been the subject of many experimental [6-55] and 
theoretical [56-74] studies and several recent reviews [75,76]. 
 The biological activities of silatranes (in vivo) are numerous.  5-p-chlorophenyl 
silatrane was successfully employed as an environmentally safe and highly acute rodenticide, 
due to rapid hydrolytic decay of aromatically substituted silatranes and reduction to 
biologically inert products [19-21].  In contrast to the highly toxic arylsilatranes, aliphatic 
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substituted silatranes were found to be useful organosilicon compounds for applications in 
medicine and agriculture [75].  Additional biological applications of 1-substituted silatranes 
include blocking chloride ion channels of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors 
(anticonvulsants) [22], inhibiting cholesterol biosynthesis (hypocholesterolemic) [23], 
treating alopecia (hair growth) [1], regenerating tissue [24], fighting cancer (carcinostatic) 
[25], enhancing plant yield and germination [26], and many others [18,27-29,75,76]. 
 Similarly, non-biological applications of silatranes are plentiful. Silatranes have been 
employed as strong reducing agents for several organic compounds [30].  m-chlorophenoxy-
silatrane inhibits aluminum corrosion [31].  Several reports use silatranes as hydrolytically 
stable precursors for the sol-gel process of creating meso- and micro-porous materials [32-
35].  The stability of 1-(3-amoniopropyl)silatrane at neutral pH towards aqueous solvolysis 
and polymerization makes it an ideal surface modifier for deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 
imaging [36].  Silatranes can convert residue generated in combustion (fly ash) into raw 
materials serving as precursors for silicates and aluminates [37].  Recently, silatranes have 
been used as solvent-induced molecular propellers [38]. 
 All biological and non-biological applications depend on the hydrolytic stability of 1-
substituted silatranes.  The pronounced hydrolytic stability of 1-substituted silatranes 
compared to related acyclic analogs, such as Si-substituted trialkoxysilanes and tris(2-
aminoalkoxy)silanes, is often noted in experimental observations [39-42].  The stability and 
steric hindrance of the tricyclic alkyoxy linkage (“cage effect”) and the transannular 
interaction between silicon and nitrogen are credited with the enhanced hydrolytic stability 
[39,76].  The hydrolytic decomposition of 1-substituted silatrane, shown in Eq. (1), involves 
the addition of three units of water to produce the hydrolysis products tri-(2-
hydroxyalkyl)amine and Si-substituted silanetriol.  Voronkov et al.  studied the hydrolysis of 
several 1-alkyl, 1-alkoxy, and 1-aryloxysilatranes [43-45] discovering that an acid catalyst 
significantly increases the rate of hydrolysis.  
 
N(CH2CH2O)3Si−R + 3H2O → N(CH2CH2OH)3 + R−Si(OH)3  (1) 
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 The neutral hydrolysis is described by a first-order rate equation [42].  Voronkov et 
al. observed that the rate of hydrolysis increases as the electronegativity of the substituent 
group in the 1-position increases.  Using ultraviolet spectroscopy to monitor the n→σ* 
absorption in the 200-220-nm region of the hydrolysis product tri(2-hydroxyalkyl)amine, 
Voronkov et al. proposed a mechanism for the neutral hydrolysis involving nucleophilic 
attack at the silicon center by a water molecule, forming a four-center intermediate and 
subsequent slow opening of the silatrane ring due to cleavage of an endocyclic siloxane bond 
(Si-O), Eq. (2) [45].  In 1-aryloxysilatranes, depending on steric accessibility, hydrolytic 
cleavage is reported to occur at the axial siloxane bond (Si-OC) [46]. 
 
 
(2) 
 
 In an acid catalysis, the rate of hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes increases and 
follows second-order kinetics [42,44,47].  Voronkov et al. proposed that the rate determining 
step involves protonation of the “reaction center” with simultaneous transfer of water to the 
silicon atom and subsequent “very fast” cleavage of the endocyclic siloxane bond (Si-O) 
[42,44].  Apparently, the rate of this protonation step decreases as the electronegativity of the 
substituent group –R at the 1-position increases. 
 Many theoretical investigations offer insight into the hydrolytic stability of 1-
substituted silatranes.  Comparisons of structures from gas-phase calculations and 
experimentally obtained X-ray crystal and gas-phase electron diffraction determine that the 
transannular Si-N distance increases going from the crystal to the gas phase, suggesting that 
intermediate values might be expected in solution  [5,57-62,74].  Studies focused on the 
nature of the Si-N bond in 1-substituted silatranes conclude that a 3-center-4-electron (3c-4e) 
bonding model [63] offers the best description of the transannular interaction between Si and 
N, highlighting the importance of the substituent group in the axial position [60,64-66].  
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Several studies report an equally important impact of the equatorial groups on the Si-N 
transannular interaction in 1-substituted silatranes [5,61,67-69].  As a result, Zabalov et al. 
proposed a different bonding model for silatranes [70].  The silatrane bonding model of 
Zabalov et. al augments the 3c-4e bonding model to consider the molecular orbitals of the 
equatorial substituents and accounts for the cooperativity effects observed.  More 
specifically, the mutual effect of substituent groups (axial and equatorial) is determined by 
the strength of the interaction with the silicon center [64].  Weakening the interaction 
between one substituent group with silicon will result in a stronger interaction between other 
substituent groups and silicon.  The ability to adapt to changes around the silicon center may 
play a role in the hydrolytic stability of 1-substituted silatranes and contribute to the “cage 
effect” [61].   
 Theoretical studies of the hydrolysis reaction of 1-substituted silatranes are very 
limited.  Prieto et al. investigated the neutral hydrolysis mechanism of 1-
triethanolaminosilatrane, using semi-empirical and molecular mechanics methods, 
determining that the first step in the hydrolysis mechanism involves cleavage of the apical 
(axial) siloxane bond (Si-OR) [71].  The findings of Prieto et al. are specific to large alkoxy 
substituents and different axial groups were not considered.  Chernyshev et al. calculated the 
potential energy barrier to the hydrolysis of 1-hydroxysilatrane in the gas phase to be 21.2 
kcal/mol using the Hartree-Fock (HF) method; however, solvent effects were not considered 
[72].  The presence of an additional water molecule can significantly alter the energetics of 
reaction mechanisms involving proton transfer [77,78].  The acid-catalyzed hydrolysis 
process was not considered in the theoretical studies of Prieto et al. and Chernyshev et al.   
 Despite the large number of biological and non-biological applications that are 
dependent on hydrolytic stability, the mechanism for neutral and acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 
1-substituted silatranes has not been the subject of many ab initio mechanistic studies.  For a 
complex system still under investigation [76], like silatrane, interpretation of kinetic data is 
difficult and may yield several plausible explanations for the stability of 1-substituted 
silatranes [43,47].  A reliable theoretical analysis of stationary points along reaction 
pathways obtained from ab initio calculations may help elucidate the pronounced hydrolytic 
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stability of 1-substituted silatranes and the role of acid catalysis in the rate enhancement of 
the hydrolysis. 
 In the current paper, the hydrolysis mechanism of 1-substituted silatranes is studied 
using ab initio electron correlation methods.  Substituent groups at the 1-position studied in 
this work include R = H, Cl, F, CH3, NH2, OH, PH2, and SiH3.  The effect of an acid catalyst 
and the presence of an additional water molecule (water-assisted) on the hydrolysis 
mechanism is considered.  Solvent effects are approximated with appropriate single-point 
calculations.  The predicted reaction mechanism and barriers to hydrolysis are discussed and 
compared with experimental observations. 
 The outline of this paper is as follows.  Section 2 describes the computational 
methods used to predict the hydrolysis mechanism of 1-substituted silatranes and discusses 
the approach taken for the mechanistic study of acid-catalyzed and water-assisted hydrolysis.  
Section 3 summarizes the results of the current study. Concluding remarks are given in the 
last section. 
2.  Computational Methods 
 Møller Plesset second-order perturbation theory (MP2) [79-81] and the 6-31G(d) 
basis set was used for all stationary-point calculations [82-85], denoted as MP2/6-31G(d).  
First-order saddle-point (transition state) searches were performed using the quadratic 
approximation method of Culot et al. [86].  Reactants, intermediates and products were 
characterized by a positive definite Hessian matrix (second derivative matrix of the energy 
with respect to nuclear coordinates).  Transition state structures were characterized by a 
single negative value in the Hessian matrix.  Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations 
[87] with the Gonzalez-Schlegel second-order algorithm and a step size of 0.05 (amu)1/2 bohr 
were used to link transition state structures with corresponding reactants and products 
[88,89].  Partial atomic charges were calculated using the geodesic electrostatic potential 
derived charge method of Spackman [90].  More accurate relative energies were obtained by 
conducting single-point calculations using the completely renormalized left eigenvalue 
coupled cluster (CR-CC(2,3)) method of Piecuch et al. [91,92] and the 6-31G(d) basis set at 
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all MP2/6-31G(d) stationary point geometries, denoted CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d).  Core 
orbitals were frozen for all MP2 and CR-CC(2,3) calculations. 
 Single-point aqueous calculations using the conductor-like polarizable continuum 
model (CPCM) [93] [94] with an iterative solver on all MP2/6-31G(d) stationary point 
structures were performed to model solvent effects, denoted MP2-CPCM//MP2/6-31G(d).  
For comparison, fully-optimized aqueous solvation calculations using MP2 with CPCM and 
the 6-31G(d) basis set were carried out for the neutral hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane with 
one water molecule, denoted MP2-CPCM/6-31G(d).  In the fully optimized aqueous 
solvation calculations, stationary point structures and reaction pathways are obtained using 
CPCM.  This is in contrast to the single-point aqueous calculations in which the stationary-
point structures and reaction pathways are obtained in the gas phase (without CPCM). 
 The acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes is modeled by protonating an 
equatorial oxygen.  The endocyclic oxygen (Oa) opposite a hydrolyzing water coordination 
site is protonated to allow unhindered proton transfer from the hydrolyzing water molecule to 
a neighboring siloxane bond (Si-Oc).  The basal nitrogen is not protonated, because proton 
affinity studies, by Yoshikawa et al. [68], show that O-protonation is favored, concomitant 
with an increase in the transannular Si-N interaction (decrease in transannular Si-N distance).  
Evidence for equatorial protonation is provided by experimental studies on the acid-catalyzed 
hydrolysis of 1-hydroazasilatrane by Woning et al. [49].  The latter X-ray crystallographic 
analysis of a cationic 1-hydroazasilatrane species, show an increase in the equatorial bond 
distance between the atom bearing the catalytic proton and silicon, demonstrating an 
equatorially protonated structure. Nuclear magnetic resonance studies by Cerveau et al. [50] 
and Garant et al. [48] also show the propensity for equatorial protonation in 1-substituted 
silatranes. 
 Due to the increased complexity, both computationally and mechanistically, study of 
the addition of an extra water molecule in the hydrolysis reaction mechanism is limited to the 
neutral and acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of the unsubstituted 1-hydrosilatrane.  Additional 
calculations are performed on the neutral water-assisted hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane, for 
comparisons with experimental values. 
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 All calculations were performed using the General Atomic and Molecular Electronic 
Structure System (GAMESS) quantum chemistry code [95] and visualized using MacMolPlt 
[96]. 
3.  Results and Discussions 
 References to reaction pathways, mechanisms, reactants, transition states, and 
intermediates for hydrolysis processes involving one water molecule and proceeding through 
a four-center transition state are prefixed with “4C-”.  Similarly, reaction pathways, 
mechanisms, stationary points involving two water molecules and proceeding through a six-
center transition state are prefixed with “6C-”. 
Hydrolysis 
 Eq. (1) summarizes the hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes.  Hydrolysis products, 
tri-(2-hydroxyalkyl)amine and Si-substituted silanetriol, are generated in three steps by 
successive addition of water to the silatrane framework.  The initial step in the mechanism is 
discussed next. 
 
Neutral hydrolysis proceeding through a four-center transition state 
 
Reaction pathway 
 The MP2/6-31G(d) reaction pathway for 1-hydrosilatrane, Figure 2, is qualitatively 
representative of the four-center (4C-) single-step mechanism for the neutral hydrolysis of 1-
substituted silatranes.  Starting from a reactant (4C-REAC), the neutral hydrolysis 
mechanism proceeds through a barrier associated with formation of a four-center transition 
state (4C-TSHYD) that connects the 1-substituted silatrane and a nucleophilic hydrolyzing 
water molecule with the hydrolysis product (4C-PROD).  At the transition state, proton Ha 
transfers from the hydrolyzing water molecule to a neighboring endocyclic oxygen (Oc) and 
cleavage of the siloxane bond (Si-Oc) is observed in the generation of 4C-PROD.  The 
MP2/6-31G(d) reaction pathway is consistent with the mechanism proposed by the Voronkov 
et al. UV spectroscopy studies [45].  The Voronkov et al. mechanism involves formation of a 
four-center transition state with “synchronous or subsequent” opening of the silatrane 
framework. 
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Figure 3.  Intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the transition states for the hydrolysis of 1-
substituted silatranes. 
 
(a) R=OH  4C-TSHYD 
 
(b)  R=NH2  4C-TSHYD 
 
(c)  R=OH  4C-TSHYD+ (d)  R=NH2  4C-TSHYD+ 
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Energetics 
 The calculated barrier heights and relative energies between products and reactants, 
∆Ereaction, for the neutral hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes proceeding through a four-
center transition state are summarized in the top part of Table 1.  The ∆Ereaction energies in 
Table 1 indicate that the neutral hydrolysis reaction is mildly endothermic, ≈ 0.5-7 kcal/mol, 
and proceeds through a large barrier, ≈ 22-35 kcal/mol.  The CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) 
barrier heights are slightly, < 3 kcal/mol, higher than the MP2 values for all 1-substituted 
silatranes.  The MP2 and CR-CC(2,3) endothermicities of the neutral hydrolysis reaction 
agree to within 0.5 kcal/mol.  The predicted barrier heights largely decrease as the 
electronegativity of the substituent group at the 1-position increases.  Although 1-
fluorosilatrane does not seem to follow this trend, the reason may be that NH2 and OH can 
stabilize their corresponding transition states by intramolecular hydrogen bonding (Figures 
3a and 3b).  Aside from intramolecular hydrogen bonding, the observed trend with 
substituent electronegativity is expected for a mechanism involving nucleophilic 
displacement, because the positive charge on silicon (reaction center) increases when 
attached to increasingly electronegative axial groups.  Intramolecular hydrogen bonding of 
the substituent group with the silatrane framework is likely to account for the deviations in 
the ∆E‡(4C-TSHYD) trend with 1-hydro and 1-amino silatrane. 
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Figure 4.  Transition state for the hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes. 
 
 
Geometric parameters 
 The geometric parameters for 4C-TSHYD, Figure 4a, are listed in Table 2.  The 
MP2/6-31G(d) calculated transition state structure shows formation of a siloxane bond (Si-
Od) with the hydrolyzing water molecule and concerted proton transfer (Ha) from the 
hydrolyzing water (Od-Ha) to a neighboring endocyclic oxygen (Oc-Ha).  Lengthening of the 
water-protonated siloxane bond distance (Si-Oc) suggests that cleavage of the silatrane ring 
 
(a) Four-center neutral (b) Four-center protonated 
 
(c) Six-center neutral (d) Six-center protonated 
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occurs at 4C-TSHYD. MP2/6-31G(d) calculated transannular Si-N distances at the transition 
state range from 2.04-2.10 Å and are shorter than those reported in previous theoretical 
studies on 1-substituted silatranes [66,68,73,74]. 
 
Table 2.  MP2/6-31G(d) calculated geometric parameters (angstroms) for the hydrolysis of 
1-substituted silatranes proceeding through a four-center transition state involving one water 
molecule. 
 
           
   Neutral – 4C-TSHYD 
   Distances 
 -R  Si-N Si-R Si-Oa Si-Ob Si-Oc Si-Od Oc-Ha Od-Ha
 H  2.058 1.485 1.725 1.733 2.035 2.002 1.187 1.244
 Cl  2.043 2.110 1.715 1.727 1.999 1.968 1.201 1.236
 F  2.037 1.641 1.713 1.725 1.998 1.961 1.194 1.244
 CH3  2.078 1.888 1.732 1.736 2.055 2.020 1.189 1.238
 CH3a  2.043 1.896 1.746 1.741 2.060 1.992 1.195 1.235
 NH2  2.071 1.765 1.743 1.728 2.005 1.957 1.170 1.273
 OH  2.094 1.693 1.732 1.726 2.032 1.929 1.245 1.202
 PH2  2.054 2.284 1.731 1.735 2.045 1.995 1.178 1.254
 SiH3  2.060 2.353 1.735 1.738 2.048 2.019 1.192 1.235
     
   Acid-catalyzed – 4C-TSHYD+ 
   Distances 
 -R  Si-N Si-R Si-Oa Si-Ob Si-Oc Si-Od Oc-Ha Od-Ha
 H  2.056 1.876 2.056 1.695 1.931 1.883 1.238 1.226
 Cl  2.029 2.080 1.965 1.687 1.902 1.858 1.235 1.239
 F  2.015 1.631 1.943 1.683 1.896 1.846 1.236 1.241
 CH3  2.036 1.476 2.019 1.690 1.918 1.868 1.237 1.231
 NH2  2.050 1.738 1.981 1.688 1.925 1.876 1.229 1.237
 OH  2.023 1.676 1.975 1.690 1.900 1.861 1.241 1.232
 PH2  2.039 2.266 2.063 1.696 1.932 1.878 1.224 1.243
 SiH3  2.047 2.353 2.134 1.699 1.938 1.891 1.241 1.221
 
aAqueous solvated geometric parameters obtained at the MP2-CPCM/6-31G(d) level of 
theory. 
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Comparisons 
 In comparison to previous theoretical studies, the barrier to neutral hydrolysis for 1-
hydroxysilatrane predicted by both MP2/6-31G(d) (21.7 kcal/mol) and CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-
31G(d) (24.3 kcal/mol) agree to within ≈ 3 kcal/mol of the HF/6-31G(d) calculations of 
Chernyshev et al. [72], 21.2 kcal/mol.  It appears that the only experimental activation energy 
available in the literature for neutral hydrolysis, of a 1-substituted silatrane species 
investigated in the current study, is for 1-methylsilatrane [51], 12.1 kcal/mol.  The MP2/6-
31G(d) and CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) gas-phase activation energies for the neutral 
hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane, 35.0 kcal/mol and 37.2 kcal/mol, respectively, are much 
larger than the experimental value.  However, the experiments were conducted in aqueous 
solvent, so the results are not directly comparable.  This is discussed further below.  
Nonetheless, the calculated results are in qualitative agreement with the experimental reports 
that the neutral hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes is not kinetically favored and is unlikely 
to proceed in the absence of a catalyst [42-49,52-55]. 
 
Acid-catalyzed hydrolysis proceeding through a four-center transition state 
 
Reaction pathway 
 As a representative example of the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-substituted 
silatranes, the MP2/6-31G(d) reaction pathway for 1-hydrosilatrane is shown in Figure 5.  
Unlike the single-step neutral hydrolysis mechanism, the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-
substituted silatranes consists of a multi-step mechanism starting with a catalytically 
protonated reactant (4C-REAC+).  
 Step one in the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism is formation of a stable 
silatrane-water complex.  A pre-hydrolysis transition state (4C-TSPRE+) associated with step 
one rearranges the silatrane framework simultaneously with the approach of a nucleophilic 
hydrolyzing water molecule towards the silicon center.  A pre-hydrolysis intermediate (4C-
INTPRE+), produced in step one, shows a hexacoordinated silatrane-water complex.  Step one 
is absent for 1-methyl and 1-silyl silatrane; instead, the acid-catalyzed mechanism proceeds 
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directly from 4C-REAC+ towards formation of a four-center transition state, as in step two, 
summarized in the next paragraph. 
 Step two in the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism transfers the hydrolyzing water 
molecule to the silatrane framework and forms a four-center transition state (Si-Od-Ha-Oc).  
The step two transition state (4C-TSHYD+) is the acid-catalyzed equivalent of the four-center 
transition state in the neutral hydrolysis mechanism, 4C-TSHYD.  Step two generates a post-
hydrolysis intermediate (4C-INTPOST+) in which a hydroxyl group, from the hydrolyzing 
water molecule, is covalently bonded to the silicon (Si-Od), and complete proton transfer 
from the hydrolyzing water (Ha) to a neighboring endocyclic oxygen (Oc) has occurred.  In 
contrast to the neutral hydrolysis mechanism, where ring cleavage occurs simultaneously 
with formation of 4C-TSHYD, in the acid-catalyzed mechanism the ring with the water-
protonated siloxane bond (Si-Oc) remains attached to the silatrane framework following the 
formation of 4C-TSHYD+.  A separate barrier is encountered for the cleavage of the silatrane 
ring in the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis. 
 Step three in the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism of 1-substituted silatranes is 
cleavage of the water-protonated siloxane bond (Si-Oc) and departure of the resulting 
hydroxyalkyl linkage.  The post-hydrolysis transition state (4C-TSPOST+) displaces the 
cleaved silatrane ring and has a repulsive alignment of the oxygen lone pairs between the 
hydroxyalkyl linkage (Oc) and an endocyclic oxygen (Oa) separated by 3 Å.  The final 
hydrolysis product (4C-PROD+) displaces the hydroxyalkyl linkage from the silicon center. 
 
Energetics 
 The calculated barrier heights and relative energies for the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis 
of 1-substituted silatranes proceeding through a four-center transition state are listed in Table 
1.  The largest barriers associated with the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism are, in 
descending order, formation of the four-center transition state, ∆E‡(4C-TSHYD+); cleavage of 
the ring, ∆E‡(4C-TSPOST+); and complexation with water, ∆E‡(4C-TSPRE+).  MP2/6-31G(d) 
barrier heights involving formation of 4C-TSHYD+, ≈ 8-21 kcal/mol, continue to trend 
inversely with the axial group electronegativity, with 1-methylsilatrane possessing the largest 
barrier.  Similar to the neutral hydrolysis mechanism, intramolecular hydrogen bonding 
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within the silatrane framework is likely to stabilize 4C-TSHYD+ in the acid-catalyzed 
hydrolysis mechanism causing 1-hydroxy and 1-amino silatrane to deviate from the trend 
(Figures 3c and 3d).  The MP2/6-31G(d) barriers at 4C-TSHYD+ for the acid-catalyzed 
hydrolysis are smaller than the barriers in the neutral hydrolysis by ≈ 10-15 kcal/mol.  Except 
for 1-aminosilatrane, a decrease in the MP2/6-31G(d) net reaction energy, 4C-∆Ereaction+, in 
the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism is predicted to be smaller than that for the neutral 
hydrolysis mechanism.  The increase in 4C-∆Ereaction+ for 1-aminosilatrane is likely caused by 
an unfavorable arrangement in which the proton on the catalytically protonated endocyclic 
oxygen (Oa) is directed away from the hydroxyalkyl oxygen lone pair (Oc).  The interatomic 
distance between the two oxygen atoms (OcOa) in the neutral and acid-catalyzed hydrolysis 
product of 1-aminosilatrane is 3.49 Å and 2.83 Å, respectively. The decrease in oxygen-
oxygen interatomic distance increases the electron repulsion, raises the energy of the 
hydrolysis product and likely causes the increase of 4C-∆Ereaction+ for the acid-catalyzed 
hydrolysis of 1-aminosilatrane.  For 1-hydroxysilatrane, MP2/6-31G(d) predicts that the acid-
catalyzed hydrolysis is exothermic, possibly caused by an increased stabilization due to 
intramolecular hydrogen-bonding.  The CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) calculated values for 
4C-∆Ereaction+ and ∆E‡(4C-TSHYD+) are within 0.5 and 3 kcal/mol of the MP2/6-31G(d) 
values, respectively.  Both levels of theory, MP2/6-31G(d) and CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d), 
predict formation of 4C-TSHYD+ to be the rate-limiting step (largest barrier) in the acid-
catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes. 
 
Geometric parameters 
 The MP2/6-31G(d) calculated geometric parameters for 4C-TSHYD+, Figure 4b, 
associated with the rate-determining step in the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-substituted 
silatranes are listed in Table 2.  Catalytic protonation shows significant structural differences 
between the cationic, 4C-TSHYD+, and neutral, 4C-TSHYD, transition states.  Most notable is 
the increase in the siloxane bond distance bearing the catalytic proton (Si-Oa) and the 
concomitant decrease in the neighboring siloxane bond lengths (Si-Ob and Si-Oc) and 
transannular Si-N distance.  Structural changes in the 4C-TSHYD+ siloxane bond lengths and 
transannular Si-N distance are in line with the proton-affinity studies of Yoshikawa et al. 
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[68] and attributed to cooperativity effects [64,70].  Similar to 4C-TSHYD in the neutral 
hydrolysis mechanism, the calculated transition state structure for 4C-TSHYD+ in the acid-
catalyzed mechanism shows the formation of a siloxane bond (Si-Od) with a nucleophilic 
hydrolyzing water molecule and concerted proton transfer from the hydrolyzing water 
molecule (Ha) to an endocyclic oxygen (Oc).  However, the siloxane bond lengths involving 
the water-protonated endocyclic oxygen (Si-Oc) in 4C-TSHYD+ are shorter when compared 
with 4C-TSHYD.  The shorter siloxane bond lengths calculated for the acid-catalyzed 
hydrolysis suggest that cleavage of the silatrane ring at the water-protonated siloxane bond 
(Si-Oc) at 4C-TSHYD+, is not as advanced at this stage of the mechanism as predicted for the 
neutral hydrolysis mechanism. 
 
Comparisons 
 In comparison with the neutral hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes, an acid catalyst 
manifestly alters the hydrolysis reaction mechanism.  Predicted for all 1-substituted silatranes 
is the introduction of a separate step (4C-INTPOST+ → 4C-TSPOST+ → 4C-PROD+) for ring 
cleavage involving the water-protonated siloxane bond (Si-Oc).  Separation of ring cleavage 
from the rate-limiting step reduces the net barrier in the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis by ≈ 10-15 
kcal/mol relative to the neutral hydrolysis rate-limiting barrier. 
 Although experimental activation energies for the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of the 
systems studied in the current work have not been reported in the literature, qualitative 
assessments of the theoretical calculations can still be made.  The MP2/6-31G(d) and CR-
CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) gas-phase calculations predict a decrease in the barrier associated 
with the rate-limiting step in the hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes when an acid catalyst 
is used, | ∆E‡(4C-TSHYD+) – ∆E‡(4C-TSHYD) |  ≈ 10-15 kcal/mol.  The reduced barrier heights 
suggest that the rate of acid-catalyzed hydrolysis is much faster than that for neutral 
hydrolysis and is consistent with experimental observations [42,44,47,52].  Furthermore, 
both the MP2/6-31G(d) and CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) relative barrier heights, listed in 
Table 1, for the rate-limiting step, ∆E‡(4C-TSHYD+), and ring cleavage, ∆E‡(4C-TSPOST+), 
support the proposed mechanism by Voronkov et al. [42], in which the rate-limiting step in 
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the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis process is followed by “very fast” cleavage of an endocyclic 
siloxane bond, ∆E‡(4C-TSPOST+) < ∆E‡(4C-TSHYD+).   
 The agreement between the calculated reaction pathways and experimental reaction 
mechanisms does not preclude the existence of lower energy pathways that may be important 
to the overall dynamics of the chemical reaction.  It has been reported that the presence of 
additional water molecules can have stabilizing effects on reactions involving the transfer of 
a proton (or hydrogen atom), e.g., aqueous solvolysis [77,78].  The theoretical mechanistic 
studies of Kudo and Gordon on hydrolysis and condensation processes of silsesquioxanes 
suggest a significant decrease, ≈ 15-20 kcal/mol, in the barrier to hydrolysis by adding an 
extra water molecule, serving as a proton shuttle, to the reaction mechanism [77].  A decrease 
of similar magnitude would bring the gas-phase calculated values for the activation energy of 
the neutral hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane within range of the experimental observations. 
Water-assisted hydrolysis 
Water-assisted neutral hydrolysis proceeding through a six-center transition state 
 
Reaction pathway 
 The MP2/6-31G(d) reaction pathway for the water-assisted six-center (6C-) neutral 
hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane is shown in Figure 6.  A similar reaction pathway is obtained 
for 1-methylsilatrane.  MP2/6-31G(d) calculations predict a multi-step mechanism for 6C-
neutral hydrolysis.  The first and rate-determining step in the hydrolysis mechanism involves 
the formation of a six-center (Si-Od-Ha-Oe-Hb-Oc) transition state (6C-TSHYD) involving 
silatrane and two water molecules.  6C-TSHYD depicts a siloxane bond formation (Si-Od) 
simultaneous with protonation of an endocyclic oxygen (Oc), assisted by an additional water 
molecule serving as a proton shuttle.  The post-hydrolysis intermediate (6C-INTPOST) 
generated following the formation of 6C-TSHYD shows the additional water molecule 
hydrogen-bonding with the oxygen of the newly formed siloxane bond (Si-Od) and the 
cleaved hydroxyalkyl linkage (Oc-Hb). 
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 The second step involves displacement of the leaving group, hydroxyalkyl linkage.  
The post-hydrolysis transition state (6C-TSPOST) is nearly isoenergetic with the post-
hydrolysis intermediate (6C-INTPOST), and as a result, the structures are similar.  CR-
CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) predicts the energies of 6C-INTPOST and 6C-TSPOST to be 
isoenergetic, indicating the absence of an additional barrier for 1-hydrosilatrane.  Similar 
results (not shown) were obtained for the 6C-neutral hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane.  The 
MP2/6-31G(d) energy difference between 6C-TSPOST and 6C-INTPOST in 1-methylsilatrane is 
0.1 kcal/mol and the single point CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) calculation predicts a negative 
energy difference, -0.2 kcal/mol, indicating no barrier.  The higher-quality CR-
CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) calculations bring into question the existence of a second barrier, 
and the existence of a distinct second mechanism step. Nevertheless, the final product in the 
6C-neutral hydrolysis mechanism (6C-PROD) is similar to the 4C-neutral hydrolysis product 
4C-PROD (Figure 2) and shows the hydroxyalkyl linkage to be far removed from the silicon 
center.  The additional water molecule continues to participate in hydrogen bonding with the 
hydroxyalkyl linkage and silatrane framework in forming the hydrolysis product. 
 
Energetics 
 Table 1 summarizes the effect of the additional water on the energetics of 6C-neutral 
hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane.  The presence of an extra water molecule reduces the MP2/6-
31G(d) and CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) barriers for formation of 6C-TSHYD in the 6C-
neutral hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane by 4.7 kcal/mol and 3.5 kcal/mol, respectively, 
compared with the 4C-TSHYD formation barrier.  For 1-methylsilatrane, formation of 6C-
TSHYD is lowered by 4.1 kcal/mol and 2.9 kcal/mol for MP2/6-31G(d) and CR-
CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) calculations, respectively, compared with the barrier associated with 
4C-TSHYD.  For both MP2/6-31G(d) and CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d), the endothermicity of 
the 6C-neutral hydrolysis reaction, 6C-ΔEreaction, decreases by approximately 1.0 kcal/mol for 
1-methylsilatrane and increases by ≈ 4.0 kcal/mol for 1-hydrosilatrane when compared with 
the respective 4C-∆Ereaction.  The calculated changes in the 6C-∆Ereaction are likely due to the 
hydrogen-bonding ability of the extra water in stabilizing the reactant, 6C-REAC, and 
product, 6C-PROD, as well as the expected stability of a six-center transition state compared 
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with a four-center transition state.  Both levels of theory, MP2/6-31G(d) and CR-
CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d), predict that the formation of the six-center transition state 6C-
TSHYD is the rate-determining step in the 6C-neutral hydrolysis mechanism. 
 
Geometric parameters 
 The MP2/6-31G(d) calculated geometric parameters for 6C-TSHYD, Figure 4c, 
associated with the rate-determining step in the 6C-neutral hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane are 
listed in Table 3.  Notable 6C-TSHYD structure changes are decreases in the siloxane bond 
lengths with the water-protonated endocyclic oxygen, Si-Oc = 1.934 Å, and hydrolyzing 
water, Si-Od = 1.949 Å, compared with 4C-TSHYD, Si-Oc = 2.035 Å and Si-Od = 2.002 Å, 
respectively.  The changes in the siloxane bond distances are likely due to the additional 
water molecule serving as a proton shuttle.  Protonation of the endocyclic oxygen (Oc) should 
result in a weaker, longer siloxane bond (Si-Oc); however, the oxygen-hydrogen bond 
distance is discernibly longer in 6C-TSHYD, Oc-Hb = 1.244 Å, when compared with 4C-
TSHYD, Oc-Ha = 1.187 Å, and is suggestive of delayed protonation.  Aside from the six-center 
transition state and the aforementioned decrease in the siloxane bond distances, the geometric 
parameters for 6C-TSHYD and 4C-TSHYD differ by less than 0.03 Å and as a result, their 
structures are very similar. 
 
Comparisons 
 In contrast to the 4C-neutral hydrolysis process, an additional water molecule 
stabilizes the transition state associated with the rate-determining step in the 6C-neutral 
hydrolysis, 6C-TSHYD.  The calculated decrease in the activation energies from the 4C-
neutral hydrolysis to the 6C-neutral hydrolysis (water-assisted) are modest, ≈ 3.5-5.0 
kcal/mol for 1-hydrosilatrane and ≈ 3.0-4.0 kcal/mol for 1-methylsilatrane. These reductions 
in barrier heights may be compared to the changes reported by Kudo and Gordon, in which 
the barrier to water-assisted hydrolysis of silsesquioxanes decrease by ~10-15 kcal/mol [77].  
The presence of a second step predicted by MP2/6-31G(d) may be linked to the delayed 
protonation of the endocyclic oxygen (Oc).  Delaying protonation of the endocyclic oxygen 
of the leaving group would in turn delay the process of ring cleavage.  Considering the 
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decreased activation energy calculated for the 4C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-substituted 
silatranes, where separation of the ring cleavage step from the rate-limiting step reduces the 
barrier to hydrolysis by 10-15 kcal/mol, delayed protonation may be the early stages of 
decoupling the protonation of the endocyclic oxygen from the rate-determining step in the 
neutral hydrolysis process.  Complete decoupling of protonation from the rate-determining 
step may require the addition of more water molecules to the reaction mechanism. 
 Although the calculated barrier heights for the rate-determining step in the neutral 
hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes is reduced in the presence of an additional water 
molecule, the computed values are still considerably higher than the experimental value.  The 
calculated results continue to highlight the pronounced hydrolytic stability of 1-substituted 
silatranes.  Despite the addition of a second water molecule, the neutral hydrolysis of 1-
substituted silatranes is not kinetically favored and unlikely to proceed without use of a 
catalyst. 
 
Water-assisted acid-catalyzed hydrolysis proceeding through a six-center transition 
state 
 
Reaction pathway 
 The MP2/6-31G(d) reaction pathway for the water-assisted (6C-)acid-catalyzed 
hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane is shown in Figure 7.  Similar to the 4C-acid-catalyzed 
hydrolysis, the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis consists of a multi-step mechanism starting 
from a catalytically protonated reactant (6C-REAC+). 
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 Step one of the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism is the formation of a 
hexacoordinated silatrane- water complex.  A pre-hydrolysis transition state (6C-TSPRE+) 
associated with the first step in the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism rearranges the 
silatrane framework simultaneously with the approach of a nucleophilic hydrolyzing water 
molecule, similar to the 4C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis.  In contrast with the 4C-acid-catalyzed 
hydrolysis, a pre-hydrolysis intermediate (6C-INTPRE+) in the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis 
has the nucleophilic hydrolyzing water molecule bonded to the silatrane framework (Si-Od).  
In the hexacoordinated 6C-INTPRE+ an additional water molecule participates in hydrogen-
bonding with the hydrolyzing water molecule (Oe···Ha). 
 Step two of the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism entails protonation of an 
endocyclic oxygen (Oc).  The step two six-center transition state (6C-TSHYD+) involves 
proton-shuttling from the hydrolyzing water to the endocyclic oxygen, assisted by the 
additional water molecule.  A post-hydrolysis intermediate (6C-INTPOST+) generated in step 
two shows a deprotonated water molecule bonded to the silatrane framework (Si-Od) and a 
water-protonated endocyclic oxygen (Oc-Hb).  In contrast to 6C-INTPOST in the 6C-neutral 
hydrolysis, a siloxane bond bearing the water-protonated endocyclic oxygen (Si-Oc) is not 
cleaved in the intermediate 6C-INTPOST+ in the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism. 
 Step three of the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism comprises cleavage of the 
water-protonated siloxane bond (Si-Oc) and displacement of a resulting hydroxyalkyl 
linkage.  The post-hydrolysis transition state (6C-TSPOST+) contains a hydroxyalkyl linkage, 
resulting from cleavage of the water-protonated siloxane bond, displaced from the silicon 
center, Si-Oc ≈ 2.90 Å. At 6C-TSPOST+, the hydroxyalkyl linkage participates in hydrogen 
bonding with the catalytic proton and the additional water molecule.  A final hydrolysis 
product (6C-PROD+) in the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism further displaces the 
hydroxyalkyl linkage from the silicon center, Si-Oc ≈ 3.47 Å. 
 
Energetics 
 The calculated barrier heights and relative energies for the 6C-acid-catalyzed 
hydrolysis mechanism of 1-hydrosilatrane are summarized in Table 1.  Use of an acid 
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catalyst significantly alters the energetics.  In comparison with the 6C-neutral hydrolysis 
mechanism, catalytic protonation reduces the barrier associated with the hydrolysis step by ≈ 
27 kcal/mol. Consequently, the rate-limiting step in the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis 
mechanism is not the formation of the six-center transition state 6C-TSHYD+.  The MP2/6-
31G(d) barrier height for 6C-TSHYD+, 1.6 kcal/mol, is nearly isoenergetic with the barrier 
height associated with the rearrangement of the silatrane framework, 6C-TSPRE+, 1.4 kcal/mol 
(See Fig. 6).  The two corresponding CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) barrier heights are 1.3 
kcal/mol for 6C-TSHYD+ and 4.1 kcal/mol for 6C-TSPRE+.  The largest barrier in the 6C-acid-
catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism (5.4 kcal/mol) occurs in the third step, the formation of 6C-
TSPOST+.  The endothermicity of the water-assisted acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-
hydrosilatrane is lower compared with the neutral counterpart, | 6C-ΔEreaction – 6C-ΔEreaction+ | 
≈ 7 kcal/mol.  
 
Geometric parameters 
 Table 3 lists the MP2/6-31G(d) geometric parameters for all stationary points on the 
reaction pathway in the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane.  6C-TSPOST+ 
involves cleavage of the water-protonated siloxane bond (Si-Oc), whose distance increases by  
≈ 1 Å from 1.975 Å in the intermediate 6C-INTPOST+ to 2.898 Å in 6C-TSPOST+.   
 Notable structural differences in 6C-TSHYD+ compared with 6C-TSHYD are in bond 
distances involving the hydrolyzing water molecule, Si-Od, and the water-protonated 
endocyclic oxygen, Si-Oc and Oc-Hb.  The siloxane bond distance of the hydrolyzing water 
molecule is shorter in 6C-TSHYD+, Si-Od = 1.804 Å, compared with 6C-TSHYD, Si-Od = 1.949 
Å, suggestive of a stronger siloxane bond in the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism.  
The siloxane bond length of the water-protonated endocyclic oxygen is also shorter in 6C-
TSHYD+, Si-Oc = 1.837 Å, compared with 6C-TSHYD, Si-Oc = 1.934 Å, indicative of impeded 
ring cleavage in the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism.  The hydroxyl bond distance 
of the water-protonated endocyclic oxygen is longer in 6C-TSHYD+, Oc-Hb = 1.444 Å, 
compared with 6C-TSHYD, Oc-Hb = 1.244 Å, suggesting delayed protonation of the 
hydroxyalkyl linkage.   
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Table 3.  MP2/6-31G(d) calculated geometric parameters (angstroms) for the hydrolysis of 
1-hydrosilatrane. 
 
           
    Four-center (4C-)     
           
     Distances      
 IRC Point Si-N Si-R Si-Oa Si-Ob Si-Oc Si-Od Oc-Ha Od-Ha   
Neutral REAC 2.231 1.482 1.699 1.719 1.699 3.660 3.213 0.971   
 TSHYD 2.058 1.485 1.725 1.733 2.035 2.002 1.187 1.244   
 PROD 2.925 1.483 1.663 1.665 4.080 1.683 0.979 1.822   
            
Acid-
catalyzed REAC+ 2.091 1.475 1.953 1.667 1.664 3.527 4.119 0.972   
 TSPRE+ 2.109 1.475 1.959 1.673 1.675 2.790 3.027 0.973   
 INTPRE+ 2.123 1.476 1.993 1.698 1.706 2.149 2.604 0.978   
 TSHYD+ 2.036 1.476 2.019 1.690 1.918 1.868 1.237 1.231   
 INTPOST+ 2.035 1.477 2.166 1.689 2.081 1.705 0.982 2.596   
 TSPOST+ 2.058 1.485 1.925 1.665 3.693 1.672 0.974 4.186   
 PROD+ 2.071 1.487 1.914 1.665 4.514 1.667 0.974 5.114   
            
    Six-center (6C-)     
           
     Distances      
 IRC Point Si-N Si-R Si-Oa Si-Ob Si-Oc Si-Od Oc-Hb Od-Ha Oe-Ha Oe-Hb 
Neutral REAC 2.193 1.485 1.698 1.711 1.716 3.695 1.894 0.981 1.948 0.981 
 TSHYD 2.079 1.493 1.741 1.758 1.934 1.949 1.244 1.285 1.168 1.205 
 INTPOST 2.103 1.495 1.740 1.743 2.170 1.811 1.004 1.783 0.995 1.714 
 TSPOST 2.133 1.496 1.719 1.725 2.496 1.781 0.993 1.817 0.990 1.783 
 PROD 2.171 1.499 1.715 1.696 4.173 1.699 0.983 4.448 0.970 1.869 
            
Acid-
catalyzed REAC+ 2.068 1.477 1.953 1.656 1.678 3.805 2.155 0.983 1.843 0.974 
 TSPRE+ 2.070 1.476 1.957 1.660 1.679 3.279 2.134 0.983 1.839 0.973 
 INTPRE+ 2.081 1.481 2.026 1.710 1.742 1.967 2.107 1.019 1.613 0.979 
 TSHYD+ 2.051 1.487 2.097 1.710 1.837 1.804 1.444 1.459 1.076 1.086 
 INTPOST+ 2.047 1.479 2.150 1.699 1.975 1.730 1.026 2.067 0.981 1.586 
 TSPOST+ 2.023 1.480 2.040 1.668 2.898 1.682 0.992 4.830 0.971 1.747 
 PROD+ 2.176 1.480 1.880 1.666 3.469 1.672 0.998 4.972 0.972 1.704 
 
Comparisons 
 The 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism decreases the barrier associated with 
the rate-determining step relative to the corresponding neutral hydrolysis mechanism.  The 
6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism barrier heights are significantly reduced compared 
with the 6C-neutral hydrolysis mechanism, by ≈ 27 kcal/mol.  So, the catalysis causes a 90% 
reduction in the barrier height.  A decrease in the activation energy for the rate-determining 
step due to the addition of a water molecule suggests that protonation of the endocyclic 
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oxygen is delayed, by inclusion of the extra proton shuttle, nearly decoupling the protonation 
and ring cleavage.  Consequently, protonation is no longer part of the rate determining step in 
6C-TSPOST+.  The largest barrier in the 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane is 
predicted by both MP2/6-31G(d) and CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) to be 5.4 kcal/mol 
suggesting that the predicted reaction mechanism is kinetically favorable. 
 Experimental observations reported by Voronkov et al. [42] propose that the rate 
limiting step of the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis involves transfer of water to the silatrane 
framework followed by “very fast” ring cleavage.  The largest barrier in the 6C-acid-
catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane involves cleavage of the water-protonated siloxane 
bond (silatrane ring), in contrast to the conclusions that were inferred from the experiments. 
However, the presence of an additional hydrolyzing water (required for complete hydrolysis) 
could alter the reaction mechanism, and preferentially lower the barrier at 6C-TSPOST+.   
Solvent effects 
 The calculations in the previous sections, all relate to the gas phase, with at most one 
extra water molecule.  Solvents can potentially significantly change barrier heights or even 
mechanisms of complex reactions.  The effect of solvent on the reaction mechanisms for the 
hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes is now considered. 
 Table 1 summarizes the results of aqueous bulk solvent on barrier heights and relative 
energies in the various reaction mechanisms discussed above for the hydrolysis of 1-
substituted silatranes. As demonstrated in the table, aqueous solvation, as described by the 
continuum PCM solvent, does not significantly alter the gas phase calculations reported 
above.  The identity of the rate-limiting steps is unchanged from the gas phase and the 
relative energies between the hydrolysis product and the reactants are not changed 
significantly.  The small deviations from the gas phase values are likely due to enhanced 
stabilization of the reactants caused by a larger dipole moment in the reactants than the 
products. Because of the importance of hydrogen bonding in aqueous solvation, the bulk 
continuum solvent treatment may not capture all of the important solvent-induced 
modifications of the reaction mechanisms. 
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 To evaluate the accuracy of aqueous single-point calculations on stationary points 
obtained from gas-phase reaction pathway calculations, fully-optimized aqueous solvation 
calculations at the MP2-CPCM/6-31G(d) level of theory were performed for 4C-neutral, 6C-
neutral and 4C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane.  Table 1 contains the fully-
optimized aqueous solvation calculations.  With the exception of the relative energy between 
hydrolysis product and reactant for the 6C-neutral hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane, MP2-
CPCM//MP2/6-31G(d) and MP2-CPCM/6-31G(d) calculations agree to within ≈ 1.4 
kcal/mol.  The change in endothermicity of the 6C-neutral hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane is 
due to a slightly different geometry obtained with fully-optimized aqueous solvation 
calculations for the hydrolysis product.  In addition, the MP2-CPCM/6-31G(d) calculations 
predict the existence of an additional barrier, TSPRE+,  in the 4C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 
1-methylsilatrane but does not change the identity of the rate-limiting step.  
 The MP2-CPCM//MP2/6-31G(d) calculated activation energies for the 4C- and 6C- 
neutral hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane are 34.4 kcal/mol and 30.8 kcal/mol, respectively.  
More sophisticated solvent models that allow addition of explicit water molecules may be 
required to quantitatively reproduce the experimental activation energy for the neutral 
hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane.   
Neutral vs. acid-catalyzed hydrolysis  
 The separation of ring cleavage from the transfer of the water to the silatrane 
framework is best understood in terms of cooperativity effects [70].  To augment structural 
analysis based on bond distances and to assist in understanding acid catalysis, MP2/6-31G(d) 
calculated bond orders for hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane are listed in Table 4.  For similar 
bonds within a set of related molecules at a given level of theory, qualitatively analyzing 
bond orders provides insight about the bonding in a system [97].   
 In the 4C- and 6C- acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane, ring cleavage 
involving the water-protonated siloxane bond (Si-Oc) is separated from transfer of the water 
molecule to the silatrane framework, and is likely to account for the decrease in the barrier 
heights at 4C- and 6C- TSHYD+.  Specifically, at 4C- and 6C- TSHYD+ the weakening 
(decrease in bond order) of the siloxane bond (Si-Oa) due to the catalytic proton is mitigated 
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by strengthening (increase in bond order) of the neighboring siloxane bonds (Si-Ob, Si-Oc), 
allowing bond formation with the hydrolyzing water molecule (Si-Od) to occur without 
simultaneous or subsequent cleavage of the water-protonated siloxane bond (Si-Oc). 
  In the 4C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane, cleavage of the water-
protonated ring occurs at INTPOST+ or between INTPOST+ and formation of TSPOST+.  Bond 
order analysis of 4C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane suggests that ring cleavage 
involves the breaking of a silanol group (Si-OcHb) via a weakened siloxane bond [98].  A 
similar analysis is deduced for neutral and acid-catalyzed 6C- hydrolysis mechanisms.  The 
assessments are the same: ring cleavage for 6C-neutral hydrolysis suggests bond breaking of 
a siloxane group, whereas, ring cleavage for 6C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis is likely to involve 
bond breaking of a silanol group. 
 The MP2/6-31G(d) charge on the silicon atom, derived from the electrostatic 
potential (Table 4), offers additional insight on the hydrolysis mechanism of 1-
hydrosilatrane.  In 4C-neutral hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane the charge on the silicon center 
decreases, ΔqSi = -0.12 e, going from 4C-REAC to formation of 4C-PROD.  The decrease in 
positive charge on the silicon center is unlikely to favor nucleophilic attack and hydrolysis of 
additional units of water.  Nucleophilic attack is not hindered in 6C-neutral hydrolysis 
because the charge on the silicon center is not affected by formation of 6C-PROD from 6C-
REAC, ΔqSi = -0.01 e.  Acid catalysis moves in the opposite direction, with nucleophilic 
attack being promoted for both 4C- and 6C- hydrolysis.  4C-acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-
hydrosilatrane increases the positive charge on the silicon center going from 4C-REAC+ to 
4C-PROD+, ΔqSi = +0.06 e.  A larger increase in positive charge, ΔqSi = +0.16 e, on the 
silicon center is observed, upon going from 6C-REAC+ to 6C-PROD+ in 6C-acid-catalyzed 
hydrolysis.  The increase in positive charge on the silicon center in 4C- and 6C- acid-
catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-hydrosilatrane favors the hydrolysis of additional units of water via 
nucleophilic displacement following formation of hydrolysis products and may add to the 
enhancement of the rate of acid-catalyzed hydrolysis. 
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4.  Conclusions 
 Neutral and acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanisms of 1-substituted silatranes (R = H, 
Cl, F, CH3, NH2, OH, PH2, SiH3) in the presence of one and two waters were studied at the 
MP2/6-31G(d) and CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) level of theory.  Catalytic protonation alters 
the rate-determining step of the reaction mechanism involved with neutral hydrolysis of 1-
substituted silatranes by separating concerted events: siloxane bond formation of the 
hydrolyzing water with the silicon center, proton-transfer from the hydrolyzing water 
molecule to the endocyclic oxygen of the leaving group, and ring cleavage.  The presence of 
an additional water molecule significantly lowers the energy barriers associated with the 
acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism by stabilizing transition states and intermediates 
through hydrogen bonding, proton transfer mediation and ring strain reduction.  In addition, 
atomic charges derived from electrostatic potentials illustrate the conjecture that formation of 
hydrolysis products during the acid-catalyzed mechanism increases the positive charge on the 
silicon center, promoting nucleophilic attack of additional waters.  Bond order analysis of the 
hydrolysis mechanism for 1-hydrosilatrane supports the notion that ring cleavage during 
neutral hydrolysis involves bond breaking of a siloxane group, while ring cleavage during 
acid-catalyzed hydrolysis is likely to involve bond breaking of a silanol Si-OH bond. Solvent 
effects do not alter the qualitative findings, suggesting that the insights acquired from 
theoretical gas-phase calculations may be transferrable to experimental observations.  
Findings in this study mirror several experimental observations, including the hydrolytic 
stability of 1-substituted silatranes and enhanced rates of hydrolysis upon the addition of an 
acid catalyst. 
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CHAPTER 3.  SOLVENT-INDUCED SHIFT OF  
p-NITROANILINE IN WATER: 
AN APPLICATION OF THE TDDFT/EFP METHOD  
 
A paper submitted to The Journal Physical Chemistry A 
 
Sarom Sok†, Soohaeng Y. Willow‡, Federico Zahariev†, Mark S. Gordon† 
Abstract 
 The combined time-dependent density functional theory/effective fragment potential 
method (TDDFT/EFP1) is applied to a study of the solvent-induced shift of the lowest singlet 
π→π* charge-transfer excited state of p-nitroaniline (pNA) from the gas to the condensed 
phase in water.  Molecular dynamics simulations of pNA with 150 EFP1 water molecules are 
used to model the condensed-phase and generate a simulated spectrum of the lowest singlet 
charge-transfer excitation.  The TDDFT/EFP1 method successfully reproduces the 
experimental condensed-phase π→π* vertical excitation energy and solvent-induced red shift 
of pNA in water.  The largest contribution to the red shift comes from Coulomb interactions, 
between pNA and water, and solute relaxation.  The solvent shift contributions reflect the 
increase in zwitterionic character of pNA upon solvation. 
1.  Introduction 
 The ability to interpret, guide and model experiments is one of the major goals of 
quantum chemistry.  Several computational methods are available to calculate the electronic 
properties of small- and medium-sized gas phase molecules in the excited state.  Examples 
include time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT), singly excited configuration 
interaction with perturbative doubles (CIS(D)), equation-of-motion coupled cluster with 
single and double excitations (EOM-CCSD), and multi-reference (MR) methods such as MR 
                                                 
† Department of Chemistry and Ames Laboratory, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011-3111 
‡ Center for Superfunctional Materials, Department of Chemistry, Pohang University of Science and 
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configuration interaction and MR perturbation theory [1].  However, most experiments occur 
in solution and the effect of the surrounding environment (solvent) needs to be taken into 
account in order to accurately describe a molecular system in the condensed phase [2,3]. 
 The approaches for modeling environmental effects can be divided into three 
categories: 
1. “Supermolecular solvation” models environmental effects by explicitly including the 
solvent molecules and treating the entire system with the same level of quantum 
mechanics (QM).  The treatment of long-range solvent effects and the applicability to 
extended systems is limited because the computational scaling of supermolecular QM 
methods is dependent on the level of theory employed; e.g., N4 scaling for TDDFT, 
N5 scaling for CIS(D),  and N6 scaling for EOM-CCSD where N is a measure of the 
system size [4]. 
2. “Continuum solvation” places the solute in a molecular cavity and replaces the 
solvent with a homogeneous medium represented by a dielectric constant.  
Continuum methods are computationally efficient, reasonably accurate for bulk 
properties, and able to treat large molecules [5].  However, the weaknesses of the 
continuum solvation approach are the sensitivity to cavitation properties [6,7] and the 
inability to treat specific solute-solvent interactions, such as hydrogen bonding [8,9], 
due to the lack of explicit solvent molecules. 
3. “Discrete solvation” treats each component of the environment explicitly and specific 
solute-solvent interactions are taken into account.  The computational complexity and 
accuracy of discrete methods are dependent on the level of sophistication and 
empiricism of the potentials used.  Bulk characteristics of the solvent are frequently 
obtained using molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations through a hybrid 
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach [10-14].  Sufficient 
sampling of configurations becomes a bottleneck with QM/MM methods as the size 
of the environment increases [15], thereby driving the need for accurate and 
computationally efficient discrete solvation approaches. 
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Of the three different solvation approaches, the discrete method offers an appealing 
compromise between accuracy and computational scalability, especially when the solvent-
solute interactions include hydrogen bonding. 
 The effective fragment potential (EFP) method is a discrete QM-based approach for 
modeling environmental effects [16-20].  The original EFP method, EFP1, was developed to 
describe the condensed-phase of water and has been successfully applied to the study of 
water clusters [21-24], chemical reactions in aqueous solution [25,26], environmental effects 
on biomolecular systems [27-30], and solvent effects on electronic excitations [31-35].  The 
EFP1 method consists of three terms that represent the important intermolecular (nonbonded) 
interactions that are added as one-electron contributions to the quantum mechanical 
Hamiltonian of the solute: Coulomb (electrostatic), induction (polarization), and a remainder 
term to account for all interactions not captured by the first two terms.  In the Hartree-Fock 
(HF) based EFP1 method, the remainder term contains exchange repulsion and charge 
transfer [16].  In the density functional theory (DFT) based EFP1 method, the remainder term 
also includes short-range electron correlation [17].  In EFP1, the remainder term is fitted to 
two separate functional forms depending on whether one is considering solute-solvent or 
solvent-solvent interactions.  Because the EFP1 solute-solvent interaction potentials consist 
of only one-electron integrals, the computational overhead for including environmental 
effects is small compared to the QM method used.  The EFP1 method for water has been 
interfaced with HF [16], DFT [17,19], multi-configurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) 
[26], singly excited configuration interaction (CIS) [31], EOM-CCSD [32], and CIS(D) [33].  
Recently, the EFP1 method has been interfaced with TDDFT for excited states, permitting 
the study of optical properties of chromophores in aqueous media [34,35]. 
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Figure 1.  Neutral and zwitterionic resonance structures of p-nitroaniline.  
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 p-nitroaniline (pNA), Figure 1, is an important prototypical organic push-pull (donor-
π-acceptor) chromophore and has been the subject of many theoretical [32,33,36-46] and 
experimental [47-54] studies.  pNA can be represented by two mesomeric structures: neutral 
and zwitterionic [47].  Changes within the conjugated molecular framework of the neutral 
form (Figure 1a), through transfer of charge or distortions caused by solvent interactions, can 
increase the importance of the zwitterionic form (Figure 1b).  The degree of zwitterionic 
character reflects the amount of charge separation.  For donor-π-acceptor molecules, the 
increase in zwitterionic character and the subsequent increase in dipole moment are stabilized 
in polar solvents through solvent interactions such as hydrogen bonding [2].  pNA possesses 
a strong π→π* absorption band in the near-ultraviolet to visible spectral region [36].  The 
low lying singlet excited state is associated with an intramolecular charge transfer from the 
amino group to the nitro group across the phenyl ring, leading to a change in the dipole 
moment of pNA [37,38].  The peak of the π→π* absorption band is strongly dependent on 
the solvent polarity due to the increase in the dipole moment upon photoexcitation [39,48].  
Twisting of the nitro group relative to the conjugated framework lowers the energy of the 
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charge-transfer excited state and increases the dipole moment [37-50].  An experimental -
0.98 eV red shift of the charge-transfer excited state is observed upon going from the gas 
phase, 4.24 eV [48], to the aqueous phase, 3.26 eV [49,50]. 
 Recently, Slipchenko used the EFP method for water and EOM-CCSD for pNA to 
investigate the solvent-induced shift of the singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state of 
pNA-watern complexes (n = 2, 4, 6) [32].  Slipchenko observed that the polarization response 
of the solvent to the excited state electron density contributes less than ≈ 5% to the total 
solvent-induced red shift.  The largest contributions to the solvent shift come from “indirect” 
contributions, where “indirect” contributions refer to the orbital relaxation of the ground state 
of the solute in the presence of the electrostatic field of the solvent.  The largest “indirect” 
contribution to the solvent shift, about 80%, is from the Coulomb interactions between pNA 
and water. 
 In a related study, Kosenkov and Slipchenko investigated the solvent-induced shift of 
pNA in water using a QM/MM (CIS(D)/EFP) approach [33].  Molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations of pNA and 64 EFP solvent molecules using periodic boundary conditions, in 
which the pNA geometry was frozen, were used to model the condensed phase.  These 
calculations reproduced the red shift of the lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state 
in water to within 0.02 eV of experiment and the spectral line width in the condensed-phase 
to within 0.14 eV of experiment.  However, the experimental gas and condensed phase 
vertical excitation energies for the singlet charge transfer state were overestimated by 0.41 
eV and 0.39 eV, respectively. 
 In the current work, the TDDFT/EFP1 method is used to study the lowest singlet 
π→π* charge-transfer excited state of pNA in water.  MD simulations of pNA with 150 
EFP1 water molecules are used to model the condensed phase.  The solvent-induced 
(solvatochromic) shift from the gas to the condensed phase is calculated and compared with 
experiment.  The density functional dependence of the calculated solvent shifts is 
investigated and the accuracy and computational efficiency of the TDDFT/EFP1 method is 
discussed. 
 The structure of this paper is as follows.  The next section briefly describes the 
TDDFT/EFP1 method. This is followed by a summary of the computational details, the 
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results, and a discussion of the calculations.  Concluding remarks are given in the last 
section. 
3.  The TDDFT/EFP1 Method 
 The formulation of the TDDFT/EFP1 method has been described by Yoo et al. [34] 
and Minezawa et al. [35]; therefore, the method is only briefly summarized here.  In the 
TDDFT/EFP1 method the solvent is treated with EFP1/DFT [16,17,19] and the interaction 
energy is a sum of three terms, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )EFP1 Coul pol remInteraction
1 1 1
K L M
k l m
k l m
E E E E
η
η η η
= = =
⎡ ⎤= + +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  (1) 
where η  sums over the solvent molecules.  For the η th solvent molecule, these contributions 
are expanded over a number ( K , L , and M ) of expansion points. 
 The first term in Eq. (1) represents the Coulomb interaction and is expressed using a 
distributed multipolar expansion of the fragment molecular density, carried out through 
octopole moments.  For water, 5K =  expansion points are used (atom centers and bond 
midpoints).  The Coulomb term is scaled by a distance dependent damping term to account 
for overlapping charge densities at small intermolecular distances. 
 The second term in Eq.(1) represents the polarization interaction energy and is 
represented using localized molecular orbital (LMO) polarizability tensors.  For water, L = 4  
expansion points are used, centered at the two O-H bonds and the two oxygen lone pairs.  
The polarization term is iterated within the Kohn-Sham iterations until self-consistency is 
reached. 
 The last term in Eq. (1) is a remainder term containing interaction energy components 
not captured by the Coulomb and polarization terms. The remainder term is fitted to a 
functional form by first computing the water dimer potential energy and then subtracting the 
first two terms in Eq. (1) from the quantum mechanical (QM) water dimer potential.  If a HF 
based water dimer potential is used, the remainder term will contain the exchange repulsion 
and charge transfer interaction energies.  If a DFT based water dimer potential is used, the 
remainder term will also include some short-range electron correlation. 
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 The EFP1 water molecules are allowed to rotate and translate, but the internal 
geometry is fixed.  The bond length and bond angle of an EFP1/DFT water molecule is 
0.9468 Å and 106.70º, respectively. 
  In the TDDFT/EFP1 method, the linear response formulation of the TDDFT 
equations is used [55-59],  
 
1 0
0 1
ω⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤=⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
A B X X
B A Y Y
 (2) 
Solutions to the non-Hermitian eigenvalue problem in Eq. (2) yields the transition energy, ω , 
and the corresponding bi-orthonormal transition vectors X  and Y .  The matrices A  and B  
in Eq. (2) are defined as 
 ( ), ,ia jb ij ab a i ia jbA Kμ ν μν μ νδ δ δ ε ε= − +  (3) 
and 
 , ,ia jb ia bjB Kμ ν μ ν=  (4) 
where indices i , j  and a , b  label occupied and virtual orbitals, respectively, while the 
indices μ , ν  denote spin.  aε  and iε  are orbital energies for Kohn-Sham orbitals aφ  and iφ , 
respectively.  The coupling matrix [60] Kiaμ , jbν  is given by 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
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,
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where xcE  is the exchange-correlation energy.  μρ  and νρ  are electron spin densities. 
 The only EFP1 term that contributes to the coupling matrix K , after taking the 
second functional derivative with respect to the electron density, is the polarization, so that 
the EFP1-modified coupling matrix K  becomes, 
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The EFP1 solvent molecules affect the TDDFT excited state calculation directly through the 
polarization term in the modified coupling matrix K  and indirectly through changes in the 
solute geometry (solute relaxation) and ground state electron density due to the presence of 
the effective fragments.  Previous works [31,35,83] have shown that consideration of the 
excited state electron density with respect to the response of the solvent polarization makes a 
very small contribution to the calculated excitation energies; therefore, it is not taken into 
account in the current study. 
3.  Computational Methods 
 Solvatochromic shift values are calculated as the differences between the gas and 
condensed phase vertical excitation energies of the solute.  The statistically averaged 
condensed phase vertical excitation energy is obtained in a two-step process.  First, a 
molecular dynamics simulation is used to obtain a set of representative configurations 
(snapshots) of the solute-solvent system.  Then, the lowest singlet π → π* TDDFT vertical 
excitation energy is calculated for each configuration.  The condensed phase vertical 
excitation energy of the solute is taken as the central value of a Gaussian function fitted to 
the histogram of calculated vertical excitation energies. 
 
Molecular Dynamics Simulation 
  A Born-Oppenheimer ab initio MD simulation was performed on a non-periodic 
system consisting of pNA surrounded by 150 water molecules, within the canonical 
ensemble (NVT) at a fixed temperature of 300 K using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat [61].  The 
150 water molecules (MM region) were treated as DFT-based EFP1 fragments, called 
EFP1/DFT [17,19].  The pNA molecule (QM region) was treated with DFT using the Becke 
3-parameter (exchange) [62] and Lee-Yang-Parr (correlation) [63] (B3LYP) hybrid 
functional [64] and the Dunning-Hay basis set [65] with d polarization functions on oxygen 
and p polarization functions on hydrogen atoms (DH(d,p)), to be consistent with the 
functional and basis set used to develop EFP1/DFT.  The isolated system was equilibrated for 
20 picoseconds with a 1.0 femtosecond time step.  Snapshots were collected every 10 time 
steps from a 20 picosecond production run giving a total of 2000 configurations. 
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Vertical Excitations 
 Both gas and condensed phase vertical excitation energies were calculated using 
TDDFT with the B3LYP functional (TD-B3LYP) and the DH(d,p) basis set.  The structure of 
the solute used in the gas phase excited state calculation was obtained from the optimized 
ground state geometry of pNA calculated at the B3LYP/DH(d,p) level of theory, in C1 
symmetry.  Structures used in the condensed phase vertical excitation energy calculations 
were obtained from snapshots of the QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation production 
run. 
 Additional TDDFT calculations with the Perdew-Berke-Ernzerhof hybrid [66,67] 
(TD-PBE0) and the Coulomb-attenuated method B3LYP [68] functional (TD-CAM-B3LYP) 
and the DH(d,p) basis set were performed to investigate the density functional dependence of 
the solvatochromic shift.  In the TD-PBE0 and TD-CAM-B3LYP calculations, the optimized 
gas phase structure of pNA obtained at the B3LYP/DH(d,p) level of theory and the 2000 
condensed phase snapshots of pNA with 150 EFP1 water molecules obtained from the 
QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation production run were used. 
 Both ground state DFT and excited state TDDFT calculations were carried out using 
the (96, 1202) Euler-MacLaurin radial [69] and Lebedev angular [70] grid.  For 
computational efficiency, the MD simulation employed a smaller (96, 590) Euler-MacLaurin 
radial and Lebedev angular grid. 
 
Lambda Diagnostic 
 The lambda diagnostics of Peach et al. [71] quantifies the degree of orbital overlap 
between occupied-virtual pairs (transition vectors) contributing to an excited state.  Λ is 
calculated as the sum of spatial overlaps, iaO , between transition vectors involved in an 
excited state weighted by the square of the transition amplitude iaκ , 
 
2
2
ia ia
ia
ia
ia
Oκ
κΛ =
∑
∑  (7) 
where the spatial overlap is given as the inner product of the moduli of occupied and virtual 
Kohn-Sham orbitals, iφ  and aφ , 
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 ( ) ( )ia i a i aO dφ φ φ φ= = ∫ r r r  (8) 
and, 
 ia ia iaκ = +X Y  (9) 
X and Y are the transition vectors defined in Eq. (2). Lambda values range from 0 to 1 with 
small lambda values indicating low-overlap/long-range excitations (e.g. Rydberg excited 
states) and large lambda values signifying high-overlap/short-range excitations (e.g. low-
lying valence excited states).  Charge-transfer excited states possess intermediate lambda 
values.  Several studies have demonstrated errors in calculated excitation energies for small 
lambda values and large charge-transfer character [71-76].  Excitation energies with lambda 
values < 0.3 for hybrid density functionals are most likely to be significantly underestimated.  
The lambda diagnostic of Peach et al. is used in the current study to assess the degree of 
charge transfer for the lowest singlet π→π* intramolecular charge-transfer excited state of 
pNA. 
 Partial atomic charges were calculated using the geodesic electrostatic potential 
derived charge method of Spackman [77].  All calculations were performed using the 
General Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure System (GAMESS) quantum chemistry 
code [78] and visualized using MacMolPlt [79]. 
4.  Results and Discussions 
Calculations in the Gas-phase 
 Geometric parameters for the B3LYP/DH(d,p) optimized gas-phase structure of pNA 
are summarized in Table 1.  The gas-phase structure of pNA in the ground state is nearly 
planar with a dihedral angle on the amino group of ≈ ±20°.  The predicted bond lengths are in 
reasonable agreement with the MP2 calculations of Sim et al. using a double-ξ quality basis 
set [40] and the experimental crystallography data of Trueblood et al. [51].  The calculated 
dipole moment of 7.3 Debye is comparable to the experimental measurement of Breitung et 
al. [52] in dilute benzene solution, 7.6 Debye, and CIS(D) studies of Kosenkov and 
Slipchenko, 7.7 Debye [33]. 
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Table 1.  Ground state structural parameters (in angstroms and degrees) calculated for p-
nitroaniline (see Figure 1). 
 
 Gas-phase  Condensed-phase 
 B3LYPa MP2b Exptl.c B3LYP-EFP1d 
R(C2-C1) 1.416 1.411 1.41 1.434 
R(C3-C2) 1.391 1.394 1.37 1.380 
R(C4-C3) 1.403 1.398 1.39 1.421 
R(C1-N9) 1.355 1.379 1.35 1.346 
R(C4-N14) 1.461 1.465 1.45 1.412 
R(N14-O15) 1.240 1.247 1.23 1.264 
θ(C2C1N9H10) ±19.9 ±10.0 
θ(C5C4N14O15) 0.0 ±7.9 
 
a(This work) From an optimized gas-phase structure obtained at the B3LYP/DH(d,p) level of 
theory. 
b(Ref. 40) 
c(Ref. 51) 
dFrom an average of 2000 snapshots of p-nitroaniline with 150 EFP1 water molecules during 
the QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation. 
 
Figure 2.  Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals of dominant linear response TD-B3LYP/DH(d,p) 
transition vector for the lowest singlet π→π* charge transfer excitation of p-nitroaniline in 
the gas phase. 
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 For the optimized gas phase structure of pNA, TD-B3LYP/DH(d,p) predicts a vertical 
excitation energy of 3.97 eV for the lowest singlet π→π* transition; a lambda diagnostic 
value of 0.593 indicates that this transition has charge-transfer character.  The calculated gas 
phase dipole moment of pNA is found to increase in the excited state to 12.5 Debye.  The 
dominant transition vector contributing to the description of the singlet charge-transfer 
excited state of pNA in the gas phase involves excitation from the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). These 
orbitals are illustrated in Figure 2.  The predicted value for the excitation energy of the 
singlet charge-transfer excited state is underestimated by 0.27 eV, compared to the 
experimental gas-phase value of 4.24 eV [48].  The CIS(D) calculations of Kosenkov and 
Slipchenko overestimates the gas phase charge-transfer excitation energy of pNA by 0.41 eV 
[33].  Kosenkov and Slipchenko attribute the discrepancy in the calculated gas phase value to 
the use of a small basis set.  Improvement in the TDDFT calculated vertical excitation energy 
can be achieved by increasing the basis set, as shown by Scalmani et al. [41] using the 6-
311G(d,p) basis set and the B3LYP functional, 4.07 eV, or using a density functional 
designed to have a proper long-range (asymptotic) behavior of the exchange-correlation 
potential. 
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Calculations in Aqueous Solution 
Figure 3.  An example of a single configuration (snapshot) of p-nitroaniline (ball and stick) 
with 150 EFP1 water molecules (wire frame) during the QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD 
simulation.  Atoms on p-nitroaniline are labeled. 
 
 
 MD simulations of pNA with 150 EFP1 water molecules were performed to model 
the condensed phase.  During an MD simulation, the solute geometry and hydrogen-bonding 
arrangement of the solvent cage is allowed to fluctuate, producing a distribution of 
configurations.  A representative structure is illustrated in Figure 3.  Averaged values are 
reported for all condensed phase properties calculated. 
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 The averaged geometric parameters for the condensed phase structure of pNA in the 
ground state are summarized in Table 1.  Structural changes of pNA upon solvation are 
marked by a modest increase in the nitro N14-O15 bond and a small shortening of the phenyl 
C2-C3 and nitro C4-N14 bond.  The change in bond lengths is accompanied by a decrease in 
the dihedral angles of the amino and nitro groups of ≈ ±10° and ≈ ±7°, respectively.  The 
calculated ground state dipole moment of pNA in the aqueous phase is 16.2 Debye.  The 
significant increase in the dipole moment of pNA in the condensed phase is in qualitative 
agreement with the semiempirical calculations of Farztdinov et al. [39] and of Kovalenko et 
al. [50].  Table 1S in the supporting information presents B3LYP/DH(d,p) calculated gas and 
condensed phase partial atomic charges on the nitrogens in the amino and nitro groups of 
pNA, exhibiting an increase in negative and positive charge, respectively.  This reflects an 
increase in the charge separation upon solvation.  The observed structural changes, increase 
in dipole moment, and charge separation are indicative of an increase in the zwitterionic 
character of the ground-state structure of pNA in the condensed-phase. 
 The simulated spectrum of the lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state of 
pNA in the condensed-phase is shown in Figure 4.  The TD-B3LYP/EFP1 calculated charge-
transfer band is centered at 3.37 eV with a lambda diagnostic value of 0.677.  The calculated 
excited state dipole moment of pNA in the condensed phase is 17.0 Debye.  The predicted 
value for the singlet π→π* excitation is in good agreement (within 0.11 eV) with the 
experimental value of 3.26 eV [49,50].  However, the TD-B3LYP/EFP predicted spectral full 
line width at half maximum (FWHM), 0.23 eV, underestimates the experimental value of 0.6 
eV [50].  Predicting spectral line widths that are in agreement with experiment may require 
the use of periodic boundary conditions, as was done by Kosenkov and Slipchenko [33]. 
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Figure 4.  Simulated condensed-phase spectrum for the π→π* excitation of p-nitroaniline 
(dashed line).  Gaussian function centered at 3.37 eV fitted to the histogram of calculated 
π→π* vertical excitation energies from QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation. 
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Solvent Shift 
 Table 2 compares the calculated and experimental solvent-induced shifts for the 
lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state of pNA.  Going from the gas to the 
condensed phase, TD-B3LYP/EFP1 predicts a red shift for the lowest singlet π→π* 
excitation energy in agreement with previous theoretical [33,39] and experimental [49,50] 
observations.  The magnitude of the calculated solvent shift, -0.60 eV, is underestimated by 
0.38 eV compared to the experimental value of -0.98 eV. 
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Table 2.  Calculated and experimental solvent-induced shifts (in eV) for the π→π* charge-
transfer excited state of p-nitroaniline. 
 
π→π* Experimental Calculated
Gas phase 4.24a 3.97c
Condensed phase 3.26b 3.37d
Shift -0.98 -0.60
 
a(Ref. 48) 
b(Ref. 49,50) 
cFrom an optimized B3LYP/DH(d,p) gas phase structure. 
dFrom an average of 2000 snapshots of p-nitroaniline with 150 EFP1 water molecules during 
the QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation 
 
 Approximately 70% of the error in the predicted solvent shift is due to the 
underestimation of the calculated gas phase value of the π→π* excitation energy.  The error 
in the gas phase value is likely to be due to the charge-transfer nature of the lowest singlet 
π→π* excited state of pNA and the incorrect long-range behavior of the exchange functional 
used in the TDDFT calculation [80-82].  Intramolecular charge-transfer excitations using the 
B3LYP functional possess intermediate lambda values for pNA in the gas-phase, 0.593 for 
the lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state.  In the condensed phase, the lambda 
value increases to 0.677.  Improvement in the description of charge-transfer excited states in 
both the gas and condensed phase may be achieved by using, or increasing the amount of, 
non-local exchange as suggested in the literature [80]. 
 Table 3 summarizes the density functional dependence of the calculated solvent shift.  
The CIS(D) calculated solvent-induced shift of Kosenkov and Slipchenko [33] is provided in 
Table 3 for comparison.  The quality of the calculated solvent-shift improves slightly upon 
going from TD-B3LYP to TD-PBE, and more significantly when TD-CAM-B3LYP is 
employed.  The improvement mirrors the amount of non-local (HF) exchange used in the 
description of the density functionals.  The amount of HF exchange in B3LYP, PBE0, and 
CAM-B3LYP is 20%, 25%, and 19-65%, respectively.  The range for CAM-B3LYP arises 
because this exchange functional is divided into a short-range (19% HF exchange) and a 
long-range (65 % HF exchange) term.  The flexibility in the treatment of short-range and 
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long-range effects improves the TD-CAM-B3LYP description of charge-transfer and 
Rydberg excited states.  The TD-CAM-B3LYP solvent shift, -0.90 eV, is in good agreement 
with the experimental solvent shift, -0.98 eV, and the CIS(D) calculated solvent shift, -1.00 
eV, predicted by Kosenkov and Slipchenko [33]. 
 
Table 3.  Comparison of calculated solvent-induced shifts (in eV) for the π→π* charge-
transfer excited state of p-nitroaniline in water. 
 
 Calculated 
π→π* TD-B3LYP/DH(d,p) 
TD-PBE0/
DH(d,p) 
TD-CAM- 
B3LYP/DH(d,p) CIS(D)
g
Gas phase 3.97a 4.11c 4.40e 4.65
Condensed phase 3.37b 3.44d 3.50f 3.65
Shift (condensed - gas) -0.60 -0.67 -0.90 -1.00
 
aFrom an optimized gas phase structure obtained at the B3LYP/DH(d,p) level of theory. 
bFrom an average of 2000 snapshots of p-nitroaniline with 150 EFP1 water molecules during 
the QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation. 
cFrom TD-PBE0/DH(d,p) calculation on an optimized gas phase structure obtained at the 
B3LYP/DH(d,p) level of theory. 
dFrom an average of TD-PBE0-EFP1/DH(d,p) calculations performed on 2000 snapshots of 
p-nitroaniline with 150 EFP1 water molecules during the QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD 
simulation. 
eFrom TD-CAM-B3LYP/DH(d,p) calculation on an optimized gas phase structure obtained 
at the B3LYP/DH(d,p) level of theory. 
fFrom an average of TD-CAM-B3LYP-EFP1/DH(d,p) calculations performed on 2000 
snapshots of p-nitroaniline with 150 EFP1 water molecules during the QM/MM 
(B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation. 
gRef. 33 
 
Contributions to the Solvent Shift 
 Solvatochromic shifts of vertical excitation energies may be caused by changes in the 
solute geometry due to solvation (solute relaxation) and specific solute-solvent interactions.  
In order to understand the contributions of the solute relaxation and solute-solvent 
interactions to the calculated solvent shift, the QM-EFP intermolecular interaction energy 
analysis of DeFusco et al. [83] is used to partition the predicted solvent shift into four terms: 
solute relaxation, Coulomb, polarization, and remainder.  The solute relaxation energy is 
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defined as the contribution to the solvent shift from the changes in the solute geometry as a 
result of solvation.  The Coulomb, polarization, and remainder terms correspond to the QM-
EFP intermolecular interactions that are summarized in Eq. (1). 
 
Figure 5.  Contributions to the TD-B3LYP-EFP1/DH(d,p) solvent-induced shift of p-
nitroaniline.  Each energy term is obtained from an average of 2000 snapshots of p-
nitroaniline with 150 EFP1 water molecules during the QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD 
simulation. 
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 The energy decomposition for the TD-B3LYP/EFP1 calculated solvent-induced shift 
of the lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state of pNA is illustrated in Figure 5.  
The largest contribution to the calculated red shift, ≈ 65% (-0.41 eV), comes from the 
Coulomb interactions between pNA and water.  To explore the source of the large 
electrostatic contribution to the solvent-induced shift, consider the dipole moments 
summarized in Table 4.  The Coulomb contribution can be interpreted in terms of the 
increase in dipole moment of pNA going from the gas phase to the condensed phase.  This 
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dipole moment increase is about twice as large in the ground state (~8.6 D) as in the excited 
state (~4.5 D).  This difference arises because the large zwitterionic charge separation in the 
excited state is ameliorated somewhat by the polar solvent [2,84].  In water, the stabilization 
of the increased dipole moment of pNA is likely achieved through hydrogen bonding.  
Indeed, on average, pNA is hydrogen bonded to three EFP1 water molecules.  The second 
largest contribution to the calculated red shift, -0.09 eV ≈ 15%, is due to solute relaxation, 
reflecting the increase in zwitterionic character of the solvated geometry inferred from the 
calculated structural changes and partial atomic charges of pNA, listed in Table 1 and in 
Table 1S in the supporting information, respectively.  The sum of the solute-solvent 
polarization interactions and remainder terms contribute the remaining -0.10 eV of the TD-
B3LYP/EFP1 calculated solvent-shift. 
 
Table 4.  Calculated dipole moments (in Debye) of p-nitroaniline.  Excited state values 
correspond to the lowest singlet π→π* charge transfer state. 
 
 Ground State Excited State 
Gas phasea 7.6 12.5 
Condensed phaseb 16.2 17.0 
 
aFrom an optimized gas phase structure obtained at the B3LYP/DH(d,p) level of theory. 
bFrom an average of 2000 snapshots of p-nitroaniline with 150 EFP1 water molecules during 
the QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation 
 
 Table 5 summarizes the functional dependence of the contributions to the calculated 
solvent shift.  Improving the functional results in increases in the solute relaxation and 
polarization contributions, whereas the Coulomb and remainder term are almost unchanged.  
Since the CAM-B3LYP functional is in excellent agreement with the experimental solvent 
shift, it is likely that one source of the poorer agreement between B3LYP and experiment is 
the inability of this functional to correctly capture the solute relaxation and polarization 
effects. The largest contribution to the calculated solvent shift is still from the Coulomb 
interaction between pNA and water, but these other two contributions are now comparable in 
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magnitude.  The increase in the solute relaxation and polarization is likely due to an 
improved description of the singlet charge-transfer excited state. 
 
Table 5.  Contributions (eV) to the calculated solvent-induced shift of the lowest singlet 
π→π* charge-transfer excited state of p-nitroaniline in water.  Each energy term is obtained 
from an average of 2000 snapshots of p-nitroaniline with 150 EFP1 water molecules during 
the QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation. 
 
Contribution TD- B3LYP/DH(d,p)
TD- 
PBE0/DH(d,p)
TD- 
CAM-B3LYP/DH(d,p) 
Solute Relaxation -0.09 -0.12 -0.22
Coulomb -0.41 -0.42 -0.39
Polarization -0.07 -0.10 -0.26
Remainder -0.03 -0.03 -0.03
Total Shift -0.60 -0.67 -0.90
 
Performance of the TDDFT/EFP1 Method 
 To assess the accuracy and computational efficiency of the TD-DFT/EFP1 method, 
the lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state of a single snapshot from the QM/MM 
(B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation of pNA with 150 EFP1 water molecules was calculated with 
the TD-B3LYP/EFP1 method and compared to a supermolecular TD-B3LYP calculation 
with the 150 EFP1 water molecules replaced with DFT waters.  The calculations were 
performed on a Microsoft Windows® HPC Server 2008 R1 cluster consisting of dual 2.93 
GHz quad core X5570 i7 (Nehalem) processors with 24 GB of memory per node 
interconnected by an Infiniband QDR, 8 Gbit/s, network.  Table 6 summarizes the calculated 
π→π* vertical excitation energy, total wall clock time, and replicated memory requirements.  
The supermolecular TD-B3LYP singlet π→π* vertical excitation energy for pNA with 150 
DFT water molecules is 3.33 eV, in excellent agreement with the TD-B3LYP/EFP1 value of 
3.49 eV. Further, the total wall time for the TD-B3LYP/EFP1 calculation, 7.6 minutes, is 
three orders of magnitude smaller than the total wall time required for the supermolecular 
TD-B3LYP calculation, 25783.6 minutes.  The computational efficiency of the TD-
B3LYP/EFP1 method is further underscored by the replicated memory requirements, 57.9 
megabytes for TD-B3LYP/EFP1 compared to 19.8 gigabytes for TD-B3LYP. 
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Table 6.  Comparison of supermolecular TD-B3LYP/DH(d,p) and TD-B3LYP-
EFP1/DH(d,p) values for a single QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD snapshot of p-nitroaniline 
with 150 waters.  Calculations performed on a cluster consisting of dual 2.93 GHz quad core 
X5570 (Nehalem) nodes with 24 GB of memory per node interconnected by an Infiniband 
QDR (8 Gbit/s) network. 
 
Single MD Snapshot 
(Figure 3) 
TD-B3LYP/ 
DH(d,p) 
(150 DFT Waters) 
TD-B3LYP-EFP1/ 
DH(d,p) 
(150 EFP1 Waters) 
π→π* Vertical Excitation Energy (eV) 3.33 3.49
Total Wall Clock Time (CPUs/Nodes) 25783.6  minutes (4/4) 7.6 minutes (4/4)
Replicated Memory 19.8 GB 57.9 MB
5.  Conclusions 
 In this study the solvent-induced shift for the lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer 
excited state of pNA in water was investigated using the TD-DFT/EFP1 method.  The 
condensed phase was modeled using QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulations with 150 
EFP1/DFT water molecules.  Upon going from the gas to the condensed phase in water, an 
increase in the zwitterionic character of the ground state geometry of pNA is predicted.  The 
increase in zwitterionic character is reflected in the structural changes in the molecular 
framework and an increase in the dipole moment and charge separation of pNA in water. 
 The TD-B3LYP/EFP1 method reproduces the experimentally observed red shift in 
water.  The largest contributions to the calculated solvent shift are from solute-solvent 
electrostatic interactions and solute relaxation reflecting the observed increase in dipole 
moment and zwitterionic character of pNA. 
 The discrepancy between the calculated and experimental solvent shift is due in part 
to the error in the calculated gas phase vertical excitation energy for the lowest singlet π→π* 
charge-transfer excited state of pNA.  However, the TD-B3LYP/EFP1 calculated condensed 
phase vertical excitation energy of the charge-transfer excited state agrees with experiment 
[48-50] to within ≈ 0.1 eV.  Using a density functional with an improved description of long-
range effects, an improvement in the calculated solvent shift is obtained. 
 For a single snapshot, the TD-B3LYP/EFP1 method reproduces the supermolecular 
TD-B3LYP value of the singlet π→π* charge-transfer excitation energy of pNA with 150 
water molecules to within ≈ 0.16 eV with a 3000-fold decrease in the total wall clock time.  
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The TD-DFT/EFP1 method is shown to be an accurate and efficient discrete approach to 
modeling environmental effects for the study of optical properties of organic chromophores 
in aqueous media. 
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Supporting Information 
Table 1S.  Ground state gas- (B3LYP/DH(d,p)) and condensed-phase (B3LYP-
EFP1/DH(d,p)) calculated geodesic potential derived charge (electron) on the amino and 
nitro group of p-nitroaniline (see Figure 1). 
 
Charge 
 N9 H10 H11 N14 O15 O16 
Gas phase -0.64 0.32 0.32 0.58 -0.40 -0.40 
Condensed phase -1.02 0.54 0.54 0.65 -0.56 -0.56 
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CHAPTER 4.  BENCHMARKING THE PERFORMANCE OF  
TIME-DEPENDENT DENSITY FUNCTIONAL METHODS 
 
A paper to be submitted to The Journal of Chemical Physics 
 
Sarom Sok†, Federico Zahariev†, Soohaeng Yoo‡, Mark S. Gordon† 
Abstract 
 The performance of 24 density functionals, including 14 meta-generalized gradient 
approximation (meta-GGA) functionals, is assessed for the calculation of vertically excited 
states against an experimental benchmark set comprising 14 small- to medium-sized 
compounds with 101 total excited-states.  The experimental benchmark set consists of 
singlet, triplet, valence, and Rydberg excited states.  The global-hybrid (GH) GGA version of 
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhoff (PBE0) exchange-correlation functional is found to offer the 
best overall performance with a mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.28 eV.  The GH Minnesota 
2006 density functional with 54% Hartree-Fock exchange (M06-2X) gave a lower MAE of 
0.26 eV, but this functional encounters some convergence problems in the ground state.  The 
local density approximation functional consisting of the Slater exchange and Volk-Wilk-
Nusair correlation functional (SVWN) outperformed all non-GH GGAs tested.  The best pure 
density functional performance is obtained with the local version of the Minnesota 2006 
density functional (M06-L) with an MAE of 0.41 eV. 
1.  Introduction 
 Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) [1-5] is a computationally 
attractive alternative approach [6] to highly correlated single-reference ab initio methods, 
e.g., equations-of-motion coupled-cluster, for the calculation of excited states of large 
molecules.  Most implementations of TDDFT utilize the adiabatic approximation where, in 
the limit of a slowly varying electron density, ground-state density functionals are used in the 
calculation of the time-dependent exchange-correlation potential.  As a result, many 
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applications in the literature employ either the popular global-hybrid (GH) generalized-
gradient approximation (GGA) B3LYP functional [7-9]or the GH version of the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhoff (PBE0) exchange-correlation functional [10-12].  With the maturity of 
density functional theory (DFT) for the ground state, many new and more sophisticated 
density functionals have been [13-25] and continue to be developed [26].  Further, with the 
aid of automatic code generators [27], these sophisticated density functionals can be 
integrated into excited-state TDDFT codes.  However, without a systematic approach 
towards improving the description of ground state density functionals, it is unclear if the 
progression towards more sophisticated density functionals (climbing up Jacob’s ladder [28]) 
in the ground state necessarily correlates with an improved description in the excited state.   
 Several benchmark studies [29-42] have explored the performance of using ground-
state density functionals within the adiabatic approximation for the calculation of vertically 
excited states using TDDFT.  The scope of the previous benchmark studies has been limited 
to either valence [40,42,34] or singlet [39] excited states with very few benchmarks 
considering triplet [32,33] and Rydberg excited states.  Furthermore, the approach taken with 
previous benchmark studies is to perform ground state geometry optimizations using a single 
level of theory (PBE0 functional or Møller Plesset second-order perturbation theory)  
followed by vertical excited-state calculations with varying density functionals.  However, in 
practice, the ground-state density functionals used in the TDDFT vertical excited state 
calculations are also employed in the optimization of the ground state geometry. At 
minimum, ground state density functionals should be able to describe ground state properties, 
such as geometries.  In addition, very few benchmark studies have investigated the 
performance of meta-GGA density functionals for the calculation of vertical excitation 
energies with TDDFT [29-31,37,41].  A benchmark assessing the performance of density 
functionals comprising recently developed meta-GGA functionals for the vertical excitation 
energy calculation of singlet, triplet, valence, and Rydberg excited states using TDDFT is 
therefore very desirable. 
 In the current study, the performance of 24 density functionals listed in Table 1, 
including 14 meta-GGA density functionals, is assessed for the calculation of vertically 
excited states within the TDDFT formalism against a benchmark set consisting of 14 small- 
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to medium-sized compounds with 101 total experimental excited state energies.  The excited 
state benchmark set consists of 63 singlet and 38 triplet states.  The benchmark set can also 
be broken down into 60 valence and 41 Rydberg states.  Of the 60 valence states, 30 are 
π→π*, 26 are n→π*, 3 are n→σ*, and 1 is σ→π* in nature. 
 
Table 1.  List of density functionals used in this work. 
 
Functional Year Type %  HFEXCH References 
SVWN 1980 LDA  [99,100] 
BLYP 1988 GGA  [101,102] 
PW91 1992 GGA  [103,104] 
PBE 1997 GGA  [10,11] 
OLYP 2001 GGA  [102,105]  
BHHLYP 1993 GH-GGA 50 [106] 
B3LYP 1994 GH-GGA 20 [4,8]  
PBE0 1997 GH-GGA 25 [10,11,12] 
X3LYP 2004 GH-GGA 21.8 [4,102,104,107] 
CAM-B3LYP 2004 RSH-GGA or RSH 19 – 65 [108] 
VS98 1998 mGGA  [13] 
PKZB 1999 mGGA  [14] 
TPSS 2004 mGGA  [15,16] 
M06-L 2006 mGGA  [17] 
TPSSm 2007 mGGA  [18] 
revTPSS 2009 mGGA  [19] 
TPSSh 2004 GH-mGGA 10 [20] 
M05 2005 GH-mGGA 28 [22] 
M05-2X 2006 GH-mGGA 56 [23] 
M06 2006 GH-mGGA 27 [24] 
M06-2X 2006 GH-mGGA 54 [24] 
M06-HF 2006 GH-mGGA 100 [25] 
M08-HX 2008 GH-mGGA 52.23 [26] 
M08-SO 2008 GH-mGGA 56.79 [26] 
 
 The structure of the paper is as follows.  The computational methods employed in the 
benchmark study are detailed in Section 2.  The results and discussion of the general trends 
of the benchmark calculations are covered in Section 3 and concluding remarks and 
recommendations for density functional usage are given in Section 4. 
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2.  Computational Methods 
 
Linear Response Time-dependent Density Functional Theory 
 The linear response formulation of the TDDFT equations is used for the calculation 
of vertical excited states [4,5], 
 
1 0
0 1
ω⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤=⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
A B X X
B A Y Y
 (1) 
Solutions to the non-Hermitian eigenvalue problem in Eq. (1) yields the transition energy, ω , 
and the corresponding bi-orthonormal transition vectors X  and Y .  The matrices A  and B  
in Eq. (1) are defined as, 
 ( ), ,ia jb ij ab a i ia jbA Kμ ν μν μ νδ δ δ ε ε= − +  (2) 
and, 
 , ,ia jb ia bjB Kμ ν μ ν=  (3) 
where the indices i , j  and a , b  label occupied and virtual orbitals, respectively, while the 
indices μ , ν  denote spin.  aε  and iε  are orbital energies for Kohn-Sham orbitals aφ  and iφ , 
respectively.  The coupling matrix [43] Kiaμ , jbν  is given by, 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
xc
,
1
ia jb i a j b
EK d dμ ν μ μ ν ν
μ ν
δφ φ φ φδρ δρ
∗ ∗⎛ ⎞ ′ ′ ′= +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟′ ′⎝ ⎠∫∫ r r r r r rr - r r r  (4) 
where xcE  is the exchange-correlation energy.  μρ  and νρ  are electron spin densities. 
 Within the adiabatic approximation the exchange-correlation energy is defined as, 
 ( ), , , , , ,xcE f μ ν μμ μν νν μ νρ ρ γ γ γ τ τ= ∫  (5) 
where f  is the ground state exchange-correlation functional.  The density gradient 
invariants, γ , are defined as, 
 , , ,μμ μ μ μν μ ν νν ν νγ ρ ρ γ ρ ρ γ ρ ρ= ∇ ⋅∇ = ∇ ⋅∇ = ∇ ⋅∇  (6) 
and 
 ( ) ( )occupied 21 | |
2 ii
σ στ φ= ∇∑r r  (7) 
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is the kinetic energy density for the occupied Kohn-Sham orbital iσφ  of spin σ .  The 
classification of density functionals is as follows.  Local density approximation (LDA) 
exchange-correlation functionals are dependent only on the electron spin densities.  
Generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-correlation functionals are dependent 
on both the electron spin densities and the density gradient invariant.  Density functionals 
that depend on the electron spin densities, density gradient invariant, and kinetic energy 
density define the meta-generalized gradient approximation (mGGA).  Density functionals 
that include a fixed amount of Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange are identified as global hybrid 
(GH) density functionals.  Density functionals with varying amounts of HF exchange at 
different interatomic distances are labeled as range separated hybrid (RSH) density 
functionals.  Pure density functionals do not make use of HF exchange and avoid the 
calculation of the two electron exchange integrals.  As a result, pure density functionals are 
computationally more efficient. 
 The density functionals studied in the current benchmark study are listed in Table 1.  
The molecules and excited states in the benchmark set are given in Table S3 of the 
Supporting Information section.  
 All ground-state molecular structures have been optimized with the Pople split-
valence triple-ζ 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set [44-48] with the same density functional that is 
used for the calculation of the vertical excitation energies.  Ground-state structures were 
characterized by a positive definite Hessian matrix (second derivative matrix of the energy 
with respect to the nuclear coordinates).  Vertical excitation calculations were performed 
from the optimized ground-state geometry for the lowest 15 singlet and triplet excited states 
for each molecule using the linear response TDDFT implementation [49].  The vertical 
excited state symmetry labels, oscillator strengths, and lambda diagnostic values were used to 
identify valence states for comparisons with experiment.  Identification of Rydberg states 
was accomplished by analyses of the linear-combination of atomic orbital (LCAO) 
coefficients of the Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals that contribute to the dominant transition 
vectors of an excited state.  In some cases, visualization of the Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals 
assisted in the identification of excited states.  Both ground state DFT and excited state 
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TDDFT calculations were carried out using the (96, 1202) Euler-MacLaurin radial [50] and 
Lebedev angular [51] grid. 
 
Lambda Diagnostic 
 The lambda diagnostic of Peach et al. [52] quantifies the degree of orbital overlap 
between occupied-virtual pairs (transition vectors) contributing to an excited state.  Lambda, 
Λ , is calculated as the sum of spatial overlaps, iaO , between transition vectors involved in an 
excited state weighted by the square of the transition amplitude iaκ , 
 
2
2
ia ia
ia
ia
ia
Oκ
κΛ =
∑
∑  (8) 
where the spatial overlap is given as the inner product of the moduli of occupied and virtual 
Kohn-Sham orbitals, iφ  and aφ , 
 ( ) ( )ia i a i aO dφ φ φ φ= = ∫ r r r  (9) 
and, 
 ia ia iaκ = +X Y  (10) 
where X and Y are the transition vectors defined in Eq. (1). Lambda values range from 0 to 1 
with small lambda values indicating low-overlap/long-range excitations (i.e. Rydberg excited 
states) and large lambda values signifying high-overlap/short-range excitations (i.e. low-
lying valence excited states).  Several studies have demonstrated errors in calculated 
excitation energies for small lambda values and large long-range character [35,52-56].   
 The mean signed error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-square 
(RMS) error with respect to experimental values are used as estimators of density functional 
performance for vertically excited states.  All calculations were performed using the General 
Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure System (GAMESS) quantum chemistry code [57] 
and visualized using MacMolPlt [58]. 
3.  Results and Discussions 
 In light of the numerous detailed theoretical studies [59-95] that are available in the 
literature for the various molecules used in the current benchmark set, the analysis of density 
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functional performance for vertical excited states will be focused on the general trends.  The 
calculated errors in vertical excitation energies and statistical results obtained for each 
molecule and density functional in the benchmark are available in the Supporting 
Information. 
 The total number of excited states examined for LDA, GGA, GH-GGA, and RSH 
functionals is 101, the entire benchmark set.  However, due to convergence issues in the 
ground state geometry optimization, the number of excited states examined for the mGGA 
and GH-mGGA functionals is 60.  Switching to a smaller basis and removing diffuse 
functions resolved the convergence problem but was not pursued as a viable solution due to 
the improper treatment of Rydberg states.  Instead, molecules with convergence problems 
were removed from the benchmark set for the mGGA and GH-mGGA functionals. 
 
Performance for Singlet and Triplet Excited States 
 The benchmark set of 101 excited states can be broken down into 63 singlet and 38 
triplet states.  Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of the MAE for singlet and triplet 
excited states, as well as the overall MAE for the benchmark set.  The corresponding data to 
Figure 1 is summarized in Tables S4 and S5 in the Supporting Information section.   
 For singlet excited states, the PBE0 (MAE = 0.25 eV) functional offers the best 
performance among LDA, GGAs, and GH-GGAs.  The CAM-B3LYP (MAE = 0.28 eV) 
functional is nearly equivalent in performance.  OLYP (MAE = 0.89 eV) gives the poorest 
performance among the LDA, GGA, and GH-GGA functionals.  Among the mGGA and GH-
mGGA functionals, the M06-2X (MAE = 0.21 eV) and M06 (MAE = 0.81 eV) functionals 
offer the best and worst performance, respectively, for singlet vertical excited states.  
Surprisingly, the SVWN functional (MAE = 0.56 eV), an LDA, outperforms all GGAs as 
well as a few mGGAs (M06, PKZB, TPSSm) for singlet excited states.  The performance of 
the SVWN functional suggests that, for the singlet excited states within the benchmark set of 
the current study, climbing up Jacob’s ladder in the ground state may not necessarily 
correspond to an improved performance in the excited state [28]. 
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Figure 1.  Comparison of density functional mean absolute errors (MAE) for singlet and 
triplet excited states. 
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 For triplet excited states, the B3LYP (MAE = 0.31 eV) , X3LYP (MAE = 0.31 eV), 
and PBE0 (MAE = 0.32 eV) functionals offer the best performance among LDA, GGAs, and 
GH-GGAs.  Between mGGAs and GH-mGGAs, the M06-2X (MAE = 0.24 eV) 
demonstrates the best performance for triplet excited states while the PKZB (MAE = 0.57 
eV) functional gives the worst.  The SVWN functional (MAE = 0.51 eV) continues to 
outperform all GGAs.  With the exception of the CAM-B3LYP (MAE = 1.10 eV) functional, 
the errors associated with triplet excited states are near or below the errors for singlet excited 
states.  These results from the triplet excited states are different from the work of Jacquemin 
et al. [33], which suggests MAE values larger than 0.40 eV for PBE0 and B3LYP.  The 
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discrepancy between the results of the current study and the work of Jacquemin et al. may be 
due to the nature of the benchmark set used.  In the current study, reference data points are 
obtained from experiment while wavefunction-based data is used in the work of Jacquemin et 
al.  In agreement with the Jacquemin et al. study, the M06-2X functional performs best 
overall and the CAM-B3LYP performs the worst for triplet states. 
 
Performance for Valence and Rydberg Excited States 
 The benchmark set can also be divided into 60 valence and 41 Rydberg states.  Figure 
2 shows a graphical representation of the MAE for valence and Rydberg excited states 
compared to the overall MAE for the benchmark set.  The corresponding data is summarized 
in Tables S6 and S7 in the Supporting Information section.  For valence excited states, the 
B3LYP (MAE = 0.26  eV), X3LYP (MAE = 0.26 eV), and PBE0 (MAE = 0.30 eV) 
functionals continue to give the best overall performances among LDA, GGA, and GH-GGA 
functionals.  The CAM-B3LYP (MAE = 0.84 eV) functional performs the worst among 
LDA, GGA, and GH-GGA functionals.  The SVWN (MAE = 0.48 eV) functional and all 
GGA functionals perform at the same level for valence excited states.  Between mGGA and 
GH-mGGA the M06 (MAE = 0.25 eV) functional offers the best performance. The worst 
performing density functional among the mGGA and GH-mGGA functionals is the M06-HF 
(MAE = 0.48 eV) functional, consisting of 100% HF exchange.  The M06-L (MAE = 0.29 
eV) functional, which contains no HF exchange, is the second best performing density 
functional among the mGGA and GH-mGGA functionals for vertically excited valence 
states.  The latter result suggests that the addition of too much HF exchange can have a 
detrimental impact on the performance of density functionals for the vertical excitation 
energy calculation of low-lying valence states. 
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Figure 2.  Comparison of density functional mean absolute errors (MAE) for valence and 
Rydberg excited states. 
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 For Rydberg states, the CAM-B3LYP (MAE = 0.22 eV) functional offers the best 
performance among LDA, GGAs, and GH-GGAs.  The SVWN (MAE = 0.61 eV) density 
functional performs better than all GGA functionals for Rydberg states, and the OLYP (MAE 
= 1.21 eV) functional performs the worst among LDA, GGA, and GH-GGA functionals.  
Among the mGGAs and GH-mGGAs, density functionals with large amounts of HF 
exchange give the best performance for Rydberg states.  The best performing functional for 
valence states, M06, is the worst performing functional for Rydberg states.  Similarly, the 
worst performing functional for valence states, M06-HF, is within 0.08 eV of the best 
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performing density functional between mGGAs and GH-mGGAs for Rydberg states, M06-
2X (MAE = 0.17 eV).  An accurate description of the exchange-correlation potential at long-
range, facilitated through the inclusion of HF exchange, is essential for the proper treatment 
of Rydberg excited states. 
 Possessing a balanced description of valence and Rydberg excited states is a desirable 
trait for density functionals with respect to the calculation of vertical excitation energies.  
The trends mentioned above for valence and Rydberg excited states are visualized using the 
lambda diagnostic of Peach et al. [52].  Figure 4 plots lambda values against errors in 
TDDFT calculated vertical excitations for LDA, GGAs, and GH-GGAs.  Similarly, Figure 5 
plots the lambda diagnostic for mGGAs and GH-mGGAs.  For all density functionals, 
Rydberg excited states are associated with lambda values less than 0.6 while valence excited 
states produce lambda values varying from 0.2 to 0.9.  Observed for all density functionals is 
the trend towards negative errors with decreasing lambda values.  The best performing 
density functionals possess lambda plots with data points clustered near the origin at y=0 for 
both valence and Rydberg excited states.  For the CAM-B3LYP functional, Figure 4j, 
clustering of data points near the origin is only observed for Rydberg excited states.  The 
lambda diagnostic plot for the M08-HX and M08-SO functionals, Figure 5m and 5n, 
respectively, show a well behaved trend between lambda values and errors in calculated 
vertical excitation energies with respect to the benchmark set offering a less sporadic spread 
of errors among valence and Rydberg excited states.  
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Figure 4. Lambda diagnostics for non-metaGGAs.  ¯ (red online) label Rydberg excited 
states and U (green online) label valence excited states: (a) SVWN, (b) BLYP, (c) PW91, (d) 
PBE, (e) OLYP, (f) BHHLYP, (g) B3LYP, (h) PBE0, (i) X3LYP, (j) CAM-B3LYP. 
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Figure 5. Lambda diagnostics for metaGGAs  ¯ (red online) label Rydberg excited states 
and U (green online) label valence excited states: (a) VS98, (b) PKZB, (c) TPSS, (d) M06-L, 
(e) TPSSm, (f) revTPSS, (g) TPSSh, (h) M05, (j) M06, (k) M06-2X, (l) M06-HF, (m) M08-
HX, (n) M08-SO. 
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Figure 5. continued. 
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Performance for n→π* and π→π* Excited States 
 The 60 valence states within the benchmark set can be divided into 30 π→π*, 26 
n→π*, 3, n→σ*, and a single σ→π* excitation.  Due to the small number of n→σ* and 
σ→π* excited states, the breakdown for valence states was limited to π→π* and n→π* 
excitations.  Figure 3 shows a graphical representation of the MAE for n→π* and π→π* 
excited states compared to the total valence MAE for the benchmark set.  The corresponding 
data to Figure 3 is summarized in Tables S8 and S9 in the Supporting Information section.  
The description of n→π* valence excited states is significantly worse for pure density 
functionals compared to GH functionals.  The inclusion of HF exchange appears to improve 
the description of n→π* excited states with one exception, M06-HF (MAE = 0.58 eV).  
Among LDA, GGA, and GH-GGA functionals, all GH-GGAs out perform the others and 
offer near equivalent treatments of n→π* valence states with MAE values ranging from 0.25-
0.32 eV.  Between mGGAs and GH-mGGAs, the M06 (MAE = 0.22 eV) functional offers 
the best performance.  The M06-HF (MAE = 0.58 eV) functional performs the worst. 
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Figure 3.  Comparison of density functional mean absolute errors (MAE) for π→π* and 
n→π* valence excited states. 
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 For the π→π* valence excited states, almost all LDA, GGA, and GH-GGA 
functionals offer equivalent performance with MAE values ranging from 0.27-0.36 eV.  The 
CAM-B3LYP (MAE = 1.14 eV) functional offers the largest error, likely due to the fact that 
half of the π→π* excited states are triplet states.  The CAM-B3LYP functional has been 
reported to have difficulty in treating triplet excited states [32].  Among the mGGAs and GH-
mGGAs, the pure mGGA density functional M06-L (MAE = 0.25 eV) performs the best for 
π→π* excited states.  The poorest performing density functional between mGGAs and GH-
mGGAs is the M05 (MAE = 0.50 eV) functional.  With the exception of the M05 and M06-
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HF functional, the rest of the mGGA and GH-mGGA functionals are within 0.05 eV of the 
M06-L density functional performance for π→π* excited states in the benchmark set. 
 
Overall Performance 
 Table 2 summarizes the calculated MSE, MAE, RMS, largest positive, and largest 
negative errors for each density functional with respect to the total number of excited states 
calculated using the linear response TDDFT approach.  All density functionals with more 
than 50% HF exchange possess a positive MSE value, with the exception of the M08-HX 
(MSE = -0.23 eV) and M08-SO (MSE = -0.30 eV) GH-mGGAs.  The underestimation of 
excitation energies has been ascribed to the incorrect long-range behavior of the exchange-
correlation potential (asymptotic vs. 1/ r− decay) [59].  A reduction in MSE is observed in 
transitioning from LDA and GGA functionals to GH-GGA functionals.  The addition of HF 
exchange causes the exchange-correlation potential to decay as /a r− , where a  is a constant 
other than unity [60][61], i.e., the asymptotic behavior of the exchange-correlation potential 
offers a better description at long-range compared to pure LDA and GGA density 
functionals.  A larger increase in the percentage of HF exchange brings the MSE closer to 
positive values.  The trend in the MSE is graphically illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, where 
accuracy plots show the deviation of calculated TDDFT values (points) from experimental 
values (line at y = x) for vertically excited states.  
 The MSE values by themselves cannot be used as estimators of density functional 
performance because they average over positive and negative values and do not offer insight 
into the magnitude of the errors.  Both MAE and RMS estimators offer metrics that take into 
consideration the magnitude of an error. 
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Table 2.  The overall performance of density functionals for TD-DFT excited state 
calculations. 
 
Excited States (count) Functional  MSE MAE RMS Max (–) 
Max 
(+) 
All (101)    
 SVWN -0.41 0.54 0.65 -2.28 0.79
 BLYP -0.64 0.68 0.79 -2.29 0.44
 PW91 -0.58 0.62 0.73 -2.26 0.53
 PBE -0.55 0.60 0.71 -2.27 0.59
 OLYP -0.73 0.77 0.93 -2.21 0.42
 BHHLYP 0.16 0.35 0.47 -1.07 1.09
 B3LYP -0.24 0.34 0.42 -1.48 0.74
 PBE0 -0.10 0.28 0.36 -1.26 0.95
 X3LYP -0.22 0.33 0.41 -1.41 0.77
 CAM-B3LYP 0.48 0.59 0.92 -0.86 2.99
All (60)    
 VS98 -0.37 0.43 0.56 -1.89 0.98
 PKZB -0.64 0.68 0.81 -2.15 0.58
 TPSS -0.51 0.55 0.66 -1.99 0.69
 M06-L -0.27 0.39 0.50 -1.59 1.04
 TPSSm -0.53 0.57 0.69 -2.01 0.64
 revTPSS -0.41 0.46 0.57 -1.93 0.84
 TPSSh -0.32 0.39 0.49 -1.63 0.82
 M05 -0.32 0.38 0.48 -1.41 0.80
 M05-2X 0.34 0.45 0.54 -0.49 1.51
 M06 -0.64 0.69 0.85 -1.56 0.68
 M06-2X 0.03 0.22 0.30 -0.55 0.98
 M06-HF 0.04 0.38 0.48 -0.93 1.24
 M08-HX -0.23 0.44 0.50 -1.02 1.08
 M08-SO -0.30 0.45 0.51 -1.09 0.79
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Figure 6.  Accuracy plots for TD-DFT calculated excitation energies for non-metaGGAs: (a) 
SVWN, (b) BLYP, (c) PW91, (d) PBE, (e) OLYP, (f) BHHLYP, (g) B3LYP, (h) PBE0, (i) 
X3LYP, (j) CAM-B3LYP.  Points above the line indicate positive errors while points below 
the line indicate negative errors. 
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Figure 7.  Accuracy plots for TD-DFT calculated excitation energies for metaGGAs: (a) 
VS98, (b) PKZB, (c) TPSS, (d) M06-L, (e) TPSSm, (f) revTPSS, (g) TPSSh, (h) M05, (j) 
M06, (k) M06-2X, (l) M06-HF, (m) M08-HX, (n) M08-SO.  Points above the line indicate 
positive errors while points below the line indicate negative errors. 
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Figure 7.  continued. 
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 Among LDA, GGA, and GH-GGA functionals, the PBE0 (MAE = 0.28 eV, RMS = 
0.36 eV) functional gives the lowest MAE and RMS values overall.  The B3LYP (MAE = 
0.34 eV, RMS = 0.42 eV) and X3LYP (MAE = 0.33 eV, RMS = 0.41 eV) functionals are 
within 0.5 eV of the MAE and RMS values of PBE0.  The PBE0 functional consist of 25% of 
HF exchange and performs better overall compared to the BHHLYP (MAE = 0.35 eV, RMS 
= 0.47 eV) functional, which contains 50% of HF exchange.  The latter result suggests that 
increasing the amount of HF exchange alone will not necessarily result in better performance 
for the calculation of vertically excited states. Among the LDA, GGA, and GH-GGA 
functionals, the OLYP (MAE = 0.77 eV, RMS = 0.93 eV) functional produces the largest 
MAE and RMS values overall.  Astonishingly, the LDA functional, SVWN (MAE = 0.54 
eV, RMS = 0.65 eV), outperforms the M06 (MAE = 0.69 eV, RMS = 0.85 eV), PKZB (MAE 
= 0.68 eV, RMS = 0.81 eV), and TPSSm (MAE = 0.55 eV, RMS = 0.66 eV), and all GGA 
functionals overall. 
 Between mGGAs and GH-mGGAs, the M06-2X (MAE = 0.22 eV, RMS = 0.30 eV)  
functional gives the lowest MAE and RMS values while the general-purpose M06 (MAE = 
 96
0.69 eV, RMS = 0.85 eV) functional produces the largest.  In the case of the M06 functional, 
doubling the amount of HF exchange significantly improves the performance for the 
calculation of vertically excited states.  The M06-L (MAE = 0.39 eV, RMS = 0.50 eV)  
functional offers the best overall performance among mGGAs.  Convergence issues aside, 
the M06-L functional performs better than any of the GGA functionals and is almost at the 
same level of performance as BHHLYP.  The benefit of pure density functionals is the 
increase in computational performance due to the avoidance of calculating the exchange 
integrals needed for any GH density functional.  The recent M08-HX (MAE = 0.44 eV, RMS 
= 0.50 eV) and M08-SO (MAE = 0.45 eV, RMS = 0.51 eV)  functionals offer intermediate 
performance overall among GH-mGGAs and perform better overall than most mGGAs, with 
M06-L being the exception. 
4.  Conclusions 
 The performance of 24 density functionals for the calculation of vertical excitation 
energies within the linear response TDDFT formalism was analyzed against a benchmark set 
consisting of 101 experimental excited state energies.  Due to convergence issues in the 
ground state geometry optimizations, the benchmark set for mGGAs and GH-mGGAs only 
consisted of 60 excited states.  The CAM-B3LYP (MAE = 0.22 eV) and the M06-2X (MAE 
= 0.17 eV) functionals are recommended for Rydberg excited states.  For valence states, the 
B3LYP (MAE = 0.26 eV), X3LYP (MAE = 0.26 eV), PBE0 (MAE = 0.30 eV), and M06 
(MAE = 0.25 eV) functionals offer equal performance.  The M06-L functional is an attractive 
option for the calculation of valence excited states since it is a pure density functional, and it 
does not require the computation of the exchange integrals needed for admixture of HF 
exchange in GH functionals.  For singlet states, the PBE0 (MAE = 0.25 eV) and M06-2X 
(MAE = 0.22 eV) functionals offer the best performance.  For triplet states, GH functionals 
are needed with B3LYP (MAE = 0.31 eV), X3LYP (MAE = 0.31 eV), PBE0 (MAE = 0.32 
eV), and M06-2X (MAE = 0.24 eV) performing well.  The CAM-B3LYP (MAE = 1.10 eV) 
functional is not recommend for the treatment of triplet excited states. 
 Overall, the best performing pure density functional is M06-L (MAE = 0.39 eV).  The 
best overall performing GH-GGA functional is PBE0 (MAE = 0.28 eV).  The best overall 
performing GH-mGGA functional is M06-2X (MAE = 0.22 eV).  Of the GGA functionals 
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tested, none could be recommended since the LDA functional, SVWN (MAE = 0.54 eV), 
outperforms all GGA functionals overall.  In light of the unresolved convergence issues for 
several of the mGGAs and GH-mGGAs, the best overall density functional based on the 
benchmark used in this study is the PBE0 functional which offers a balanced treatment of 
singlet (MAE = 0.25) , triplet (MAE = 0.32 eV), valence (MAE = 0.30 eV), and Rydberg 
(MAE = 0.25) excited states. 
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Supporting Information 
Table S3.  List of excited states considered in current benchmark with experimental values 
and references. 
 
Molecule State Type Expt. (eV) References 
benzene     
 11B2u Valence π →π* 4.90 [109] 
 11B1u Valence π →π* 6.20 [110] 
 11E1g Rydberg 3s 6.33 [111] 
 11A2u Rydberg 3p 6.93 [112] 
 11E2u Rydberg 3p 6.95 [113] 
 13B1u Valence π → π* 3.95 [114] 
 13E1u Valence π → π* 4.76 [114] 
 13B2u Valence π → π* 5.60 [114] 
butadiene     
 11Bu Valence π → π* 5.92 [115] 
 11Bg Rydberg 3s 6.21 [116] 
 11Au Rydberg 3p 6.64 [116] 
 21Au Rydberg 3p 6.80 [115] 
 13Bu Valence π → π* 3.22 [117] 
 13Ag Valence π → π* 4.91 [117] 
 13Au Rydberg 3p 6.81 [118] 
cyclopentadiene     
 11B2 Valence π → π* 5.34 [119] 
 11A2 Rydberg 3s 5.63 [120] 
 11B1 Rydberg 3p 6.25 [121] 
 21A2 Rydberg 3p 6.26 [121] 
 21A1 Valence π → π* 6.2 [122] 
 21B2 Rydberg 3p 6.31 [121] 
 31B1 Rydberg 3s 7.85 [123] 
 13B2 Valence π → π* 3.10 [124] 
ethylene     
 11B3u Rydberg 3s 7.11 [125] 
 11B1g Rydberg 3p 7.80 [125] 
 11B1u Valence π → π* 7.66 [125] 
 11B2g Rydberg 3p 8.0 [125] 
 13B3u Rydberg 3s 6.98 [125] 
 13B1u Rydberg 3p 7.79 [125] 
 13Ag Rydberg 3p 8.15 [125] 
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Table S3.  continue. 
 
Molecule State Type Expt.  (eV) References
formaldehyde     
 11A2 Valence n → π* 4.07 [126] 
 11B2 Rydberg 3s 7.11 [126] 
 21B2 Rydberg 3p 7.97 [126] 
 21A1 Rydberg 3p 8.14 [126] 
 21A2 Rydberg 3p 8.37 [126] 
 13A2 Valence n → π* 3.50 [126] 
 13B2 Rydberg 3s 6.83 [126] 
 23B2 Rydberg 3p 7.79 [126] 
 23A1 Rydberg 3p 7.96 [126] 
 23A2 Rydberg 3p 8.31 [126] 
furan     
 11A2 Rydberg 3s 5.91 [126] 
 11B2 Valence π → π* 6.06 [127] 
 11B1 Rydberg 3p 6.48 [128] 
 21B2 Rydberg 3p 6.48 [128] 
 21A2 Rydberg 3p 6.61 [128] 
 31B1 Rydberg 3s 7.38 [128] 
 13B2 Valence π → π* 4.0 [129] 
 13A1 Valence π → π* 5.2 [129] 
methylenecyclopropene     
 11B2 Valence π → π* 4.01 [130] 
 11B1 Valence σ → π* 5.12 [130] 
 21A1 Valence π → π* 6.02 [130] 
pyrazine     
 11B3u Valence n → π* 4.22 [131] 
 11Au Valence n → π* 4.72 [132] 
 11B2u Valence π → π* 4.81 [133] 
 11B2g Valence n → π* 5.46 [134] 
 11B1g Valence n → π* 6.10 [132] 
 11Ag Valence n → σ* 6.30 [135] 
 11B1u Valence π → π* 6.51 [133] 
 21B2u Valence n → σ* 6.75 [135] 
 21B1u Valence n → σ* 6.84 [135] 
 31B1u Valence π → π* 7.67 [133] 
 13B3u Valence n → π* 3.42 [134] 
 13B1u Valence π → π* 4.04 [134] 
 13Au Valence n → π* 4.2 [134] 
 13B2u Valence π → π* 4.5 [134] 
 13B2g Valence n → π* 4.6 [134] 
 23B1u Valence π → π* 5.7 [134] 
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Table S3.  continue. 
 
Molecule State Type Expt. (eV) References 
pyridine     
 11B1 Valence n → π* 4.59 [135] 
 11B2 Valence π → π* 4.99 [135] 
 11A2 Valence n → π* 5.43 [135] 
 13A1 Valence π → π* 4.1 [135] 
 13B2 Valence π → π* 4.84 [135] 
 13A2 Valence n → π* 5.43 [135] 
pyrrole     
 11A2 Rydberg 3s 5.22 [127] 
 21B1 Rydberg 3p 5.86 [136] 
 21B2 Valence π → π* 5.98 [137] 
 13B2 Valence π → π* 4.21 [138] 
s-tetrazine     
 11B3u Valence n → π* 2.25 [139] 
 11Au Valence n → π* 3.4 [140] 
 11B2u Valence π → π* 4.97 [141] 
 21Au Valence n → π* 5.0 [141] 
 13B3u Valence n → π* 1.69 [141] 
 13Au Valence n → π* 2.90 [141] 
 13B1g Valence n → π* 3.6 [141] 
 13B2u Valence n → π* 4.2 [141] 
 23Au Valence n → π* 4.6 [141] 
s-trans acrolein     
 11A″ Valence n → π* 3.71 [142] 
s-trans glyoxal     
 11Au Valence n → π* 2.8 [143] 
 11Bg Valence n → π* 4.63 [144] 
 21Bg Valence n → π* 7.45 [126] 
 11Bu Rydberg 3p 7.9 [143] 
 13Au Valence n → π* 2.5 [143] 
 13Bg Valence n → π* 3.8 [143] 
 13Bu Valence π → π* 5.2 [143] 
water     
 11B1 Rydberg 3s 7.4 [145] 
 11A2 Rydberg 3p 9.1 [145] 
 21A1 Rydberg 3s 9.7 [145] 
 11B2 Rydberg 3p 11.05 [146] 
 13B1 Rydberg 3s 7.0 [145] 
 13A2 Rydberg 3p 8.9 [145] 
 13A1 Rydberg 3s 9.3 [145] 
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Table S4.  The performance of density functionals for TD-DFT calculations of singlet 
excited states. 
 
Excited States (count) Functional  MSE MAE RMS 
Singlet (63)    
 SVWN -0.46 0.56 0.68 
 BLYP -0.70 0.75 0.85 
 PW91 -0.60 0.66 0.76 
 PBE -0.57 0.64 0.74 
 OLYP -0.84 0.89 1.01 
 BHHLYP 0.30 0.34 0.47 
 B3LYP -0.22 0.36 0.44 
 PBE0 0.00 0.25 0.35 
 X3LYP -0.20 0.35 0.43 
 CAM-B3LYP 0.13 0.28 0.37 
Singlet (35)     
 VS98 -0.35 0.45 0.60 
 PKZB -0.69 0.75 0.87 
 TPSS -0.52 0.59 0.71 
 M06-L -0.28 0.42 0.54 
 TPSSm -0.55 0.62 0.74 
 revTPSS -0.40 0.49 0.62 
 TPSSh -0.30 0.40 0.52 
 M05 -0.25 0.35 0.46 
 M05-2X 0.43 0.51 0.60 
 M06 -0.76 0.81 0.94 
 M06-2X 0.00 0.21 0.32 
 M06-HF 0.00 0.36 0.47 
 M08-HX -0.35 0.50 0.56 
 M08-SO -0.41 0.52 0.57 
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Table S5.  The performance of density functionals for TD-DFT calculations of triplet excited 
states. 
 
Excited States (count) Functional  MSE MAE RMS 
Triplet (38)    
 SVWN -0.32 0.51 0.59 
 BLYP -0.55 0.56 0.69 
 PW91 -0.54 0.55 0.67 
 PBE -0.52 0.54 0.65 
 OLYP -0.56 0.59 0.76 
 BHHLYP -0.08 0.37 0.46 
 B3LYP -0.28 0.31 0.39 
 PBE0 -0.26 0.32 0.37 
 X3LYP -0.27 0.31 0.38 
 CAM-B3LYP 1.07 1.10 1.42 
Triplet (25)     
 VS98 -0.40 0.40 0.50 
 PKZB -0.56 0.57 0.71 
 TPSS -0.49 0.49 0.58 
 M06-L -0.27 0.35 0.45 
 TPSSm -0.51 0.51 0.61 
 revTPSS -0.42 0.43 0.51 
 TPSSh -0.36 0.36 0.44 
 M05 -0.40 0.42 0.51 
 M05-2X 0.21 0.37 0.44 
 M06 -0.47 0.51 0.70 
 M06-2X 0.08 0.24 0.29 
 M06-HF 0.09 0.40 0.48 
 M08-HX -0.05 0.34 0.40 
 M08-SO -0.16 0.35 0.40 
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Table S6.  The performance of density functionals for TD-DFT calculations of valence 
excited states. 
 
Excited States (count) Functional  MSE MAE RMS 
Valence (60)    
 SVWN -0.30 0.48 0.61 
 BLYP -0.44 0.48 0.60 
 PW91 -0.41 0.47 0.59 
 PBE -0.41 0.47 0.58 
 OLYP -0.41 0.47 0.60 
 BHHLYP 0.14 0.42 0.54 
 B3LYP -0.12 0.26 0.36 
 PBE0 -0.06 0.30 0.39 
 X3LYP -0.10 0.26 0.35 
 CAM-B3LYP 0.78 0.84 1.16 
Valence (28)     
 VS98 -0.27 0.33 0.50 
 PKZB -0.36 0.40 0.57 
 TPSS -0.34 0.38 0.54 
 M06-L -0.12 0.29 0.42 
 TPSSm -0.35 0.39 0.55 
 revTPSS -0.31 0.36 0.53 
 TPSSh -0.23 0.31 0.46 
 M05 -0.31 0.37 0.51 
 M05-2X 0.05 0.29 0.37 
 M06 -0.15 0.25 0.36 
 M06-2X 0.11 0.29 0.36 
 M06-HF 0.15 0.48 0.59 
 M08-HX 0.12 0.30 0.39 
 M08-SO -0.01 0.30 0.35 
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Table S7.  The performance of density functionals for TD-DFT calculations of Rydberg 
excited states. 
 
Excited States (count) Functional  MSE MAE RMS 
Rydberg (41)    
 SVWN -0.56 0.61 0.70 
 BLYP -0.94 0.97 1.01 
 PW91 -0.82 0.84 0.89 
 PBE -0.76 0.79 0.85 
 OLYP -1.21 1.21 1.26 
 BHHLYP 0.19 0.25 0.34 
 B3LYP -0.42 0.46 0.50 
 PBE0 -0.15 0.25 0.31 
 X3LYP -0.41 0.44 0.49 
 CAM-B3LYP 0.05 0.22 0.30 
Rydberg (32)     
 VS98 -0.45 0.52 0.60 
 PKZB -0.89 0.92 0.97 
 TPSS -0.65 0.70 0.75 
 M06-L -0.41 0.48 0.57 
 TPSSm -0.70 0.74 0.79 
 revTPSS -0.49 0.55 0.61 
 TPSSh -0.41 0.46 0.52 
 M05 -0.32 0.38 0.45 
 M05-2X 0.58 0.59 0.65 
 M06 -1.06 1.08 1.12 
 M06-2X -0.04 0.17 0.25 
 M06-HF -0.06 0.28 0.35 
 M08-HX -0.53 0.55 0.58 
 M08-SO -0.56 0.58 0.62 
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Table S8.  The performance of density functionals for TD-DFT calculations of n→π* excited 
states. 
 
Excited States (count) Functional  MSE MAE RMS 
n→π* (26)    
 SVWN -0.67 0.69 0.81 
 BLYP -0.59 0.59 0.72 
 PW91 -0.61 0.61 0.74 
 PBE -0.62 0.62 0.75 
 OLYP -0.52 0.52 0.67 
 BHHLYP 0.26 0.32 0.44 
 B3LYP -0.16 0.25 0.38 
 PBE0 -0.12 0.28 0.39 
 X3LYP -0.12 0.25 0.37 
 CAM-B3LYP 0.46 0.56 0.71 
n→π* (16)    
 VS98 -0.38 0.39 0.59 
 PKZB -0.50 0.50 0.70 
 TPSS -0.46 0.46 0.65 
 M06-L -0.23 0.32 0.48 
 TPSSm -0.46 0.46 0.65 
 revTPSS -0.44 0.44 0.63 
 TPSSh -0.28 0.31 0.50 
 M05 -0.25 0.27 0.42 
 M05-2X 0.00 0.31 0.36 
 M06 -0.14 0.22 0.37 
 M06-2X 0.03 0.29 0.34 
 M06-HF 0.01 0.58 0.66 
 M08-HX 0.07 0.34 0.40 
 M08-SO -0.06 0.32 0.36 
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Table S9.  The performance of density functionals for TD-DFT calculations of π→π* excited 
states. 
 
Excited States (count) Functional  MSE MAE RMS 
π→π* (30)    
 SVWN 0.05 0.30 0.37 
 BLYP -0.26 0.35 0.41 
 PW91 -0.20 0.32 0.38 
 PBE -0.19 0.31 0.37 
 OLYP -0.24 0.36 0.43 
 BHHLYP -0.04 0.46 0.57 
 B3LYP -0.09 0.27 0.35 
 PBE0 -0.05 0.32 0.40 
 X3LYP -0.08 0.27 0.36 
 CAM-B3LYP 1.10 1.14 1.49 
π →π* (12)     
 VS98 -0.12 0.26 0.35 
 PKZB -0.17 0.27 0.33 
 TPSS -0.18 0.28 0.36 
 M06-L 0.02 0.25 0.31 
 TPSSm -0.19 0.28 0.36 
 revTPSS -0.14 0.26 0.35 
 TPSSh -0.17 0.30 0.40 
 M05 -0.38 0.50 0.60 
 M05-2X 0.12 0.26 0.37 
 M06 -0.17 0.29 0.34 
 M06-2X 0.23 0.28 0.37 
 M06-HF 0.32 0.36 0.48 
 M08-HX 0.18 0.26 0.38 
 M08-SO 0.05 0.27 0.33 
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CHAPTER 5.  A COMBINED COUPLED-
CLUSTER/EFFECTIVE FRAGMENT POTENTIAL 
APPROACH TO SOLVENT EFFECTS 
 
A paper to be submitted to The Journal of Chemical Physics 
 
Sarom Sok†, Lyudmila V. Slipchenko‡, Mark S. Gordon† 
Abstract 
 The effective fragment potential method (EFP) is interfaced with coupled-cluster 
(CC) theory for both the ground and electronically excited states in a hybrid quantum 
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) scheme to treat solvent effects.  The 
optimization of the solvent polarization is limited to the reference state, since it has been 
demonstrated previously that this provides the vast majority of the solvent-solute induction 
interaction.  The computational cost of the new CC/EFP method is nearly the same as single 
gas-phase CC calculation on the QM region.  The CC/EFP method is applied to the study of 
the neutral hydrolysis mechanism of 1-methylsilatrane and the solvation of the hydroxyl and 
nitrate anion.  Comparisons are made to fully ab initio calculations in which the solvent 
molecules are treated quantum mechanically with CC theory.  The applicability and accuracy 
of the CC/EFP method is also used to calculate the solvent-induced shift of the π→π* 
charge-transfer excited state of p-nitroaniline in water and compared to reported 
experimental values.   
1.  Introduction 
 Coupled-cluster (CC) theory [1-3] offers an attractive approach for capturing dynamic 
correlation, by considering n-body interactions in a systematic manner [4].  Use of an 
exponential ansatz allows truncated CC methods to approach the exact wavefunction for a 
given atomic basis set [5], while retaining size consistency and size extensivity. [6].  As a 
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result, CC theory has become the single-reference electronic structure method of choice for 
obtaining accurate ground- and excited-state molecular energies and properties of chemical 
systems at or near equilibrium in the gas phase.  However, a majority of chemical 
phenomena occur in solution and the effect of the surrounding environment (solvent) needs 
to be considered to accurately model chemical systems in the condensed-phase [7,8].  
Efficient methods for modeling solvent effects are needed, because the direct treatment of 
solvent molecules using a supermolecular approach is precluded by the computationally 
prohibitive formal scaling of popular CC methods, e.g., CCSD (coupled-cluster with single 
and double excitations) (N6) [9] and CCSD(T) (coupled-cluster with single and double 
excitations plus perturbative triple excitation corrections) (N7) [10], where N is a measure of 
the system size in terms of basis functions (BF). 
 Two common methods for modeling solvent effects are continuum and discrete 
approaches.  Both methods feature partitioning of the chemical system into two regions that 
are treated at different levels of accuracy: the chemically active (solute) region, treated with 
some level of quantum mechanics, and the solvent region, modeled using continuum or 
discrete base methods that are usually classical or semi-classical in nature. 
 Continuum based methods place the solute in a molecular cavity surrounded by a 
homogeneous dielectric medium representing the solvent [11,12].  Continuum based methods 
are computationally efficient, reasonably accurate for bulk properties of the solvent, and do 
not require configurational sampling [13].  The weaknesses of continuum based methods are 
sensitivity to cavitation parameters and inability to treat specific solute-solvent interactions 
due to the implicit nature of the solvent, such as hydrogen bonding [14,15].  Moreover, a 
consequence of the implicit averaging of solvent configurations introduced by the use of a 
homogeneous dielectric medium in continuum based methods is the absence of line 
broadening in the calculation of molecular properties due to solvent fluctuations. 
 Discrete methods treat each solvent molecule explicitly, retain the structural nature of 
the solvent molecules and take into account specific solute-solvent interactions.  The balance 
between computational complexity and accuracy of discrete methods is dependent on the 
level of sophistication and empiricism of the model potentials used.  Bulk features of the 
solvent are frequently obtained using molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) 
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simulations through a hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) scheme 
[16-20].  Discrete methods explicitly average solvent effects, requiring sufficient sampling of 
configurations and potentially becoming a bottleneck as the size of the environment 
increases; therefore, accurate and computationally efficient discrete solvation approaches are 
necessary.  Because of the inherent statistical nature of solutions [21], discrete methods offer 
an attractive compromise between accuracy and computational tractability, especially when 
the solvent-solute interactions include hydrogen bonding. 
 The effective fragment potential (EFP) method is a discrete QM-based method for 
modeling environmental effects [22-27].  The original EFP method (EFP1) was designed to 
model the condensed-phase of water and has been successfully applied to the study of 
chemical reactions in aqueous solution [28-31], ion solvation relevant to atmospheric and 
biological processes [32,33], the dipole moment of water [34], environmental effects on 
biomolecules [35-38], and solvent induced shifts of organic chromophores [39-42] [43].  The 
EFP1 method consists of three terms added as one-electron contributions to the quantum 
mechanical Hamiltonian of the solute: Coulomb (electrostatic), polarization (induction), and 
a remainder term to capture all interactions not accounted for by the first two terms.  The 
Coulomb and polarization terms are determined from QM calculations on a single water 
molecule, while the remainder term is fitted to a QM based water dimer potential.  In the 
Hartree-Fock (HF) based EFP1 method, EFP1/HF, the remainder term contains exchange 
repulsion and charge-transfer interactions [23]. In the density functional theory (DFT) based 
EFP1 method, EFP1/DFT, the remainder term also includes short-range electron correlation 
[25].  The computational overhead of including environmental effects with the EFP1 method 
is accomplished by the use of one-electron potentials to describe the EFP1 interaction terms.  
The EFP method for water has been interfaced with several QM methods, including HF [23], 
DFT [25], multi-configurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) [29], time-dependent DFT 
(TD-DFT) [39,44], singly excited configuration interaction (CIS) [40], equations-of-motion 
coupled cluster with single and double excitations (EOM-CCSD) [41], singly excited 
configuration interaction with perturbative doubles correction (CIS(D)) [42], and multi-
reference perturbation theory (MRPT) [43].   
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 In the present work, the development of a new hybrid QM/MM scheme in the 
General Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure System (GAMESS) quantum chemistry 
code [45] is presented in which the chemically important QM region is treated with CC 
theory, and the environment is described using the EFP1 method.  In several previous papers 
on solvent effects on electronic excited states, it has been demonstrated that the response of 
the ground state (more generally, the reference state) electron density accounts for the vast 
majority of the solvent-solute interactions (typically more than 95%) [40,44,43].  Therefore, 
in the approach used here, the effect of solvent polarization due to the EFP1 fragment 
molecules is included only in the optimization of the reference wavefunction. This approach 
does not re-equilibriate the solvent polarization with the CC wavefunction and consequently 
avoids the computational overhead of calculating the CC reduced one-particle density matrix.  
The accuracy of the CC/EFP1 method is assessed using the hydrolysis mechanism of 1-
substituted silatranes and the solvation of the hydroxyl and nitrate anions.  The CC/EFP1 
approach is also applied to the calculation of the solvatochromic shift of the lowest singlet 
π→π* excited state of p-nitroaniline (pNA) in water. 
 
 Silatranes belong to a special class of biologically active heterocyclic 
pentacoordinated organosilicon compounds [46,47].  The biological and non-biological 
applications of these species depend on the pronounced hydrolytic stability of 1-substituted 
silatranes compared to related acyclic analogs [48,49].  The experimental activation energy 
for the hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane in neutral medium is overestimated by second-order 
perturbation theory (MP2) [50] with solvent effects described by the conductor-like 
polarizable continuum model [51].  In the latter study, intramolecular hydrogen bonding and 
the presence of an additional water molecule participating in the hydrolysis process lowers 
the barrier associated with the rate-determining step in the hydrolysis process.  Adding 
explicit solvent molecules in the calculation of the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) [52] 
and performing single-point energy calculations on the stationary points along the reaction 
pathway using the completely renormalized left eigenvalue coupled cluster (CR-CC(2,3)) 
method of Piecuch et al. [53,54] interfaced with EFP1 method may resolve the discrepancies 
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between experimental and theoretical activation energies associated with the neutral 
hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane.   
 Solvated anions play an important role in atmospheric and biological processes [55-
59].  The chemistry and photochemistry of solvated anions is dependent on the location of 
the anion relative to the solvent cage, surface vs. interior [60].  Studies on gas-phase solvated 
anions aim to provide insight that can be extrapolated to the bulk.  Of considerable interest is 
the crossover point from surface to interior solvation [33,61-66].  For the nitrate anion, force 
field MD calculations predict a crossover point between 300 and 500 waters while fully ab 
initio MP2 calculations suggest the crossover point occurs at a much smaller value, ≈ 32 
waters [33].  The relative energies of the global minimum structures for surface and interior 
solvated cluster of OH-(H2O)n=14,16 and NO3-(H2O)15 are studied using the CCSD(T)/EFP1 
method and are compared with fully ab initio calculations. 
 pNA is a prototypical organic push-pull (donor-π-acceptor) chromophore that has 
been the subject of many theoretical investigations [41,42,67-77].  pNA possesses a strong 
π→π* charge-transfer absorption band in the near-ultraviolet to visible region [67].  The peak 
of the absorption band is strongly dependent on the solvent polarity [70,78].  An 
experimental red shift of the charge-transfer excited state of -0.98 eV is observed upon going 
from the gas-, 4.24 eV [78], to the condensed-phase, 3.26 eV [79,80].  Due to the non-local 
nature of the charge-transfer excited-state, popular hybrid density functionals tend to 
underestimate the vertical excitation energy in the gas-phase in addition to the solvent shift in 
water [81].  The underestimation is attributed to the incorrect long-range (non-local) behavior 
of the exchange functional used [82,83].  QM/MM (CIS(D)/EFP1) studies by Kosenkov and 
Slipchenko reproduced the red shift in the lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state 
in water to within 0.02 eV of experiment and the spectral line width in the condensed-phase 
to within 0.14 eV [42].  Here, the accuracy of the CC/EFP1 approach for the excited state is 
assessed with the calculation of the solvent induced shift of the lowest π→π* charge-transfer 
excited state of pNA. 
 The structure of this article is as follows.  In Section 2, the details of the CC/EFP1 
method for the ground state are presented.  Section 3 describes the computational methods 
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employed in the current study.  Application and assessment of the accuracy of the CC/EFP1 
method is presented in Section 4.  Concluding remarks are given in Section 5. 
2.  Theory 
 The EFP1 method has been discussed in several papers [22,23,25,28], therefore only 
a brief overview is given here. 
 The EFP1 method divides the chemical system into two regions: a chemically active 
region containing the solute plus any desired number of solvent molecules and a solvent 
region representing the environment.  The chemically active region is treated using QM 
methods and described by a QM Hamiltonian, QMHˆ .  The solvent region is explicitly 
modeled using EFP1 fragment molecules.  The solute-solvent (QM-EFP1) and solvent-
solvent (EFP1-EFP1) interactions are represented by a set of one-electron potentials, QM-EFP1Vˆ  
and EFP1-EFP1Vˆ , respectively, that are added to the QM Hamiltonian:  
 system QM/EFP1 QM EFP1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆH H H V= = +  (1) 
The resulting energy, QM/EFP1E  is the sum of the energy of the QM region, QME , and the EFP1 
interaction energy, EFP1E , 
 QM/EFP1 QM EFP1E E E= +  (2) 
The EFP1 interaction energy is defined by the EFP1 interaction potential, EFP1Vˆ , and contains 
energy terms for QM-EFP1 and EFP1-EFP1 interactions,  
 EFP1 QM-EFP1 EFP1-EFP1E E E= +  (3) 
 The EFP1 interaction potential consists of terms describing Coulomb (Coul), 
polarization (Pol), and a remainder term (Rem) that capture interactions that are not 
accounted for in the previous two terms (i.e. exchange repulsion and charge-transfer), 
 Coul Pol RemEFP1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆV V V V= + +  (4) 
For the η th solvent (effective fragment) molecule, the EFP1 interaction potential with an 
electron in the QM region is given by,  
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Coul Pol Rem
1 1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , , ,
K L M
el k l m
k l m
V s V s V s V sη η η η
= = =
= + +∑ ∑ ∑  (5) 
where s  denotes the electronic coordinates.  Expressions similar to the right-hand side of Eq. 
(5) describing nuclear-fragment and fragment-fragment interactions are also added to the 
Hamiltonian of the entire system.  There is no nuclear-fragment interaction analogous to the 
remainder term since the interactions represented by the latter (i.e. exchange repulsion and 
charge-transfer) are purely electronic effects. 
 The first term in Eq. (5) represents the Coulomb interaction and is expressed using a 
distributed multicenter, multipolar expansion of the fragment molecular density [84,85], 
carried out through octupole moments. The Coulomb interaction is scaled by a distance-
dependent damping term to account for overlapping charge densities at small intermolecular 
distances. The second term in Eq. (5) represents the polarization, the response in the 
electronic structure of a molecule due to the presence of an external field (another molecule), 
and is expressed using localized molecular orbital (LMO) polarizability tensors [23]. The 
polarization term is iterated until self-consistency is achieved and accounts for many-body 
effects [27,86,87].  More specifically, the induced dipoles of the EFP1 fragments are first 
iterated until self-consistency with each other and then iterated with the electronic 
wavefunction describing the QM region. The last term in Eq. (5) is a remainder term 
containing interaction energy components not captured by the Coulomb and polarization 
terms. For QM-EFP interactions, the remainder term is expressed as a linear combination of 
two simple Gaussian functions, while the fragment-fragment interactions are described using 
a single exponential. If a HF-based water dimer potential is used, the remainder term will 
contain exchange repulsion and charge-transfer interactions [23].  If a DFT-based water 
dimer potential is used, the remainder term will also include short-range electron correlation 
[25]. 
 The solvent polarization effects due to the EFP1 fragment molecules are included 
only in the optimization of the reference wavefunction, chosen to be the HF/EFP1 solution. 
The CC equations are then solved using the optimized solvent field of the reference state and 
the HF Hamiltonian modified by the Coulomb, polarization, and remainder contributions 
from the EFP1 solvent molecules. A more rigorous approach to combining the EFP1 solvent 
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model with CC theory would require a coupled iterative procedure that includes the solvent 
polarization due to the EFP1 fragment molecules in the optimization of both the reference 
and CC electron density.  Such a procedure would require the calculation of the CC reduced 
one-particle density matrix at every iteration. Fortunately, previous studies suggest that such 
very time-consuming calculations are not necessary.  In the present approach, each CC/EFP1 
calculation has a computational cost that is equivalent to a gas-phase CC calculation on the 
QM region. 
3.  Computational Methods 
All calculations were performed using the General Atomic and Molecular Electronic 
Structure System (GAMESS) quantum chemistry code [45] and visualized using MacMolPlt 
[88].  Core orbitals were frozen for all reported calculations.   
 
Hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane 
 The reaction pathway for the hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane proceeding through a 4-
center (1 water) and 6-center (2 waters) transition-state in the presence of two DFT-based 
EFP1 waters [25] was calculated using MP2 and the 6-31G(d) basis set [89-92].  Reactants, 
intermediates, and products were characterized by a positive definite Hessian matrix (second 
derivative matrix of the energy with respect to nuclear coordinates).  Transition state 
structures were characterized by a single negative value in the Hessian matrix.  Intrinsic 
reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations with the Gonzalez-Schlegel second-order algorithm 
and a step size of 0.05 (amu)1/2 bohr were used to link transition state structures with 
corresponding reactants and products [93].  Relative energies were obtained by conducting 
single-point calculations using the CR-CC(2,3)/EFP1 method and the 6-31G(d) basis set at 
all MP2/EFP1/6-31G(d) stationary points on the reaction pathway, denoted CR-
CC(2,3)/EFP1//MP2/EFP1/6-31G(d).  Comparisons are made to fully ab initio calculations 
by replacing the EFP1 fragments with QM waters. 
 
Anion Solvation 
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 Global minimum energy structures for the interior and exterior solvated hydroxyl 
anion, OH–(H2O)n=14, 16 [94] with 14 and 16 HF-based EFP1 waters [23] were obtained using 
a MC [95]/simulated annealing (SA) [96] approach with the hydroxyl anion defined with HF 
and the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set.  The relative energies of solvated hydroxyl anion were 
calculated using the CCSD(T)/EFP1 method and the 6-31++G(d) basis set.  Comparisons are 
made to fully ab initio calculations by replacing the EFP1 fragments with QM waters. 
 
 Global minimum energy structures for the interior and exterior solvated nitrate anion 
NO3–(H2O)15 [33] with 15 DFT-based EFP1 waters were obtained using a MC/SA approach 
with the nitrate anion defined with MP2 and the DH(d,p) basis set [97].  The relative energies 
of solvated nitrate anion were calculated using the CCSD(T)/EFP1 method and the 6-
31+G(d).  Comparisons are made to fully ab initio calculations by replacing the EFP1 
fragments with QM waters. 
 
Solvent-Induced Shift of the π→π* Excitation of p-Nitroaniline in Water 
 Solvatochromic (solvent induced) shift values are calculated as the difference 
between gas- and condensed-phase vertical excitation energies of pNA.  The lowest singlet 
π→π* vertical excitation energy was calculated for each system.  In the condensed-phase, the 
π→π* vertical excitation energy of the solute is taken as the central value of a Gaussian 
function fitted to the histogram of calculated vertical excitation energies. 
 The computational methodology employed to obtain the structures used in the solvent 
induced shift calculations of the π→π* excitation of pNA in water has been outlined in a 
separate work [81].  The structure of the solute used in the gas-phase excited-state calculation 
was obtained from an optimized ground-state geometry of pNA calculated with DFT using 
the Becke 3-parameter (exchange) [98] and Lee-Yang-Parr (correlation) [99] (B3LYP) 
hybrid functional [100] and the DH(d,p) basis set, in C1 symmetry.  Condensed-phase 
structures were obtained from snapshots of a 20 picosecond QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD 
simulation production run of pNA with 150 EFP1 waters (2000 configurations).  Both gas- 
and condensed-phase vertical excitation energies for the π→π* excitation of pNA were 
calculated using the EOM-CCSD [101-103] method with the DH(d,p) basis set.  
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Comparisons are made with the CIS(D)/EFP1/6-31+G(d) calculations of Kosenkov and 
Slipchenko [42] and experimentally observed solvent shift values. 
 Additional EOM-CCSD excited-state calculations using the 6-31+G(d) basis set were 
performed on the gas-phase structure and a set of statistically uncorrelated condensed-phase 
configurations [104] to investigate the basis set dependence on the calculated solvent-
induced shift.  A total of 58 statistically uncorrelated configurations were needed to obtain 
the converged average of 2000 snapshots. 
4.  Results and Discussions 
Hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane  
 The single-point CR-CC(2,3)/EFP1/6-31G(d) calculated barrier heights and net 
reaction energies, UEreaction, for the neutral hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane in the presence of 
two EFP1/DFT waters are summarized in Table 1.    
 
Table 1.  CR-CC(2,3)/EFP1//MP2/EFP1/6-31G(d) calculated barrier heights and net reaction 
energy (kcal/mol) for the hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane in the presence of two EFP1 waters.  
Fully ab initio CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/EFP1/6-31G(d) values are given in parentheses.  CR-
CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) values from ref. [51] are shown in square brackets for comparison. 
 
      
 E(TSHYD)  E(TSPOST)  ΔE(Reaction) 
    Transition-State 
Number of  
EFP1 Waters* 
 
Number of  
EFP1 Waters* 
 
Number of  
EFP1 Waters* 
    Type/QM Waters 2  0  2  0  2  0 
4-center/1 water 33.6 (33.4)  [37.2]       5.9 (3.8)  [4.7] 
6-center/2 water 32.3 (29.0)  [34.3]  21.9 (18.8)  [22.1]  9.9 (6.4)  [3.8] 
 
* The number of EFP1 waters is in addition to the number of QM waters participating in the 
hydrolysis reaction. 
 
The experimental activation energy for the neutral hydrolysis of 1-methylsilatrane, Eq. (6), is 
12.1 kcal/mol [105].   
N(CH2CH2O)3Si−CH3 + 3H2O → N(CH2CH2OH)3 + CH3−Si(OH)3 (6) 
In the presence of one QM water, 1-methylsilatrane hydrolyzes through a mechanism 
involving the formation of a 4-center transition state between the hydrolyzing water and the 
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silatrane framework, TSHYD in Figure 1.  In the presence of two QM waters, the hydrolysis 
mechanism for 1-methylsilatrane proceeds through a 6-center transition state with the 
additional water serving as a proton shuttle, TSHYD in Figure 2.   
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The single-point CR-CC(2,3)/6-31G(d) calculated gas-phase values [51] suggest that the 
barrier to hydrolysis, E(TSHYD), is overestimated compared to experiment for both 4-center 
(1 water) and 6-center (2 waters) reaction pathways. As demonstrated in Table 1, the addition 
of two EFP1/DFT water molecules reduces the barrier to hydrolysis by 3.6 and 1.9 kcal/mol 
for the 4-center and 6-center reaction pathways, respectively. The reduction in the barrier to 
hydrolysis emphasizes the importance of the environment (not captured in the previous 
paper), and is likely due to stabilization of the transition state by hydrogen bonding of the 
EFP1 water molecules with the chemically active quantum region. These EFP-QM hydrogen 
bonding interactions are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.  It is likely that adding additional EFP 
water molecules will further reduce the predicted barrier heights [106].  The discrepancy 
between single-point CR-CC(2,3)/EFP1/6-31G(d) and fully ab initio calculations, where the 
EFP1 waters are replaced by QM waters, is less than 4 kcal/mol. 
 
Anion Solvation 
 
 Relative energies of surface and interior solvated structures of the hydroxyl (OH-) 
anion in the presence 14 and 16 EFP1/HF1 waters are listed in Table 2.  The CCSD(T) and 
HF relative energies are very similar. The CCSD(T)/EFP1/6-31++G(d) method predicts the 
interior structure (Figure 3b) to be 4.1 kcal/mol higher in energy than the global minimum 
structure (Figure 3a) at 14 waters.  For 14 waters, the CCSD(T)/EFP1/6-31++G(d) is in 
excellent agreement with the fully ab initio values, differing by less than one kcal/mol.  For 
16 waters, the difference between the all-QM and the CCSD(T)/EFP predictions is a bit 
larger, 2.9 vs. 0.6 kcal/mol.  So, the fully ab initio calculations predict that the surface and 
interior solvated structures are nearly isoenergetic.  Analysis of the largest CC amplitudes 
indicates a delocalized CC wavefunction for the interior solvated hydroxyl anion at 16 waters 
with excitations involving the water cage. It may be that the EFP method has difficulty 
capturing this delocalization effect. 
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Figure 3.  HF/EFP1/6-31++G(d,p) MC/SA minimum energy structures for OH– with 14 and 
16 waters: (a) hydroxyl on the surface, global minimum with 14 waters; (b) interior hydroxyl, 
local minimum with 14 waters; (c) hydroxyl on the surface, global minimum with 16 waters; 
(d) interior hydroxyl, local minimum with 16 waters.  CCSD(T)/EFP1/6-31++G(d) 
calculated single-point energies (kcal/mol) are shown (blue online).  Fully ab initio 
CCSD(T)/6-31++G(d) single-point energies are given in parentheses (red online).  Energy 
values are relative to the respective global minimum structure.  The oxygen atom of the 
hydroxyl anion is circled (green online). 
 
14 Waters 
(a) (b)
0 (0) 4.1 (4.7) 
16 Waters 
(c) (d)
0 (0) 2.9 (0.6) 
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 Relative energies of surface and interior solvated structures of the nitrate anion (NO3-) 
in the presence of 15 DFT-based EFP1 waters are listed in Table 3. The CCSD(T)/EFP1/6-
31+G(d) method, in which all water molecules are treated with EFP1/DFT, predicts the 
interior solvated structure (Figure 4c)  to be 6.7 kcal/mol higher in energy than the MC/SA 
global minimum surface  structure (Figure 4a).  Fully ab initio calculations (all waters are 
QM) suggest only a 1.0 kcal/mol difference between the interior solvated and global 
minimum surface structure for the nitrate anion with 15 waters.  Analysis of the largest CC 
amplitudes again suggests a highly delocalized CC wavefunction with excitations involving 
the water cage, a phenomenon that the EFP method may not be able to fully capture..  The 
difference between CCSD(T)/EFP1/6-31+G(d) and fully CCSD(T) relative energies is much 
smaller for the local minimum surface structure (Figure 4b), 1.3 kcal/mol.  The most 
important point here is that while there are small differences in relative energies between 
CCSD(T) and CCSD(T)/EFP relative energies, on the order of 5 kcal/mol or less, both sets of 
calculations predict that when only 15 water molecules are present, interior and surface 
structures are energetically competitive. This prediction is in significant contrast to the 
prediction of MD simulations with simple force fields that suggest that 300 or more water 
molecules are needed for the interior structures to be energetically competitive [33]. 
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Figure 4.  MP2/EFP1/DH(d,p) MC/SA minimum energy structures for NO3– with 15 EFP1 
waters (displayed as wire frame): (a) nitrate on the surface, global minimum; (b) nitrate on 
surface, local minimum; (c) interior nitrate, local minimum.  CCSD(T)/EFP1/6-31+G(d) 
calculated single-point energies (kcal/mol) are shown (blue online).  Fully ab initio 
CCSD(T)/6-31+G(d) singlet-point energies are given in parentheses (red online).  Energy 
values are relative to the global minimum structure. 
 
15 Waters 
(a) (b)
0 (0) 0.3 (1.6) 
  
(c) 
6.7 (1.0) 
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Solvent Induced Shift of the π→π* Excitation of p-Nitroaniline in Water 
 
 The simulated spectrum of the lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state of 
pNA in the condensed phase is shown in Figure 5.  The EOM-CCSD/EFP1/DH(d,p) 
calculated charge-transfer band is centered at 3.47 eV.   
 
Figure 5.  Simulated condensed-phase spectrum for the π→π* excitation of p-nitroaniline 
(dashed line).  Gaussian function centered at 3.47 eV fitted to the histogram of EOM-
CCSD/EFP1/DH(d,p) calculated π→π* vertical excitations energies on 2000 configurations 
obtained from a 20 picosecond QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation production run. 
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The dominant molecular orbitals involved in the π→π* transition are illustrated in Figure 6.  
The zwitterionic character of the ground state of pNA has been observed to increase in 
aqueous solution as compared to the gas-phase [81].  Upon excitation, electron density from 
the amino group is transferred to the nitro group and results in a further increase in 
zwitterionic (charge-separated) character.  The red shift observed in the lowest singlet π→π* 
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charge-transfer excited state in water is likely due to the stabilization of the zwitterionic 
character through hydrogen bonding [79-81].   
 
Figure 6.  p-nitroaniline π and π* molecular orbitals 
 
 
 
 π 
(HOMO) →
π 
(LUMO) 
 
Table 4.  Comparison of QM/EFP1 calculated spectral line width (FWHM) and solvent shifts 
of the lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state of p-nitroaniline obtained from a 20 
picosecond QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulation production run. 
 
  
 
Excitation Energy (eV) 
QM Method/EFP1/Basis Set 
π→π* 
TD-
B3LYP/ 
DH(d,p)a 
TD- 
CAM-
B3LYP/ 
DH(d,p)a 
EOM-
CCSD/ 
DH(d,p) 
EOM-
CCSD/ 
6-31+G(d) 
CIS(D)/ 
6-31+G(d)b Exptl.c
Gas 3.97 4.40 4.73 4.57 4.65 4.24
Condensed 3.37 3.50 3.45 3.41 3.65 3.26
Shift -0.60 -0.90 -1.28 -1.16 -1.00 -0.98
Line Width  0.22 0.20 0.26 0.27 0.46 0.60
 
a Ref. [81] 
b Ref. [42] 
c Ref. [78-80] 
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For the configurations used in the current study, on average, pNA is found to hydrogen bond 
to three EFP1 water molecules.  Table 4 summarizes the solvent shift for the π→π* charge-
transfer excited state of pNA for several QM/EFP methods.  The TD-B3LYP/DH(d,p) 
calculated solvent shift of Sok and Gordon underestimates the experimental solvent shift by 
0.38 eV [81].  Sok and Gordon have attributed the discrepancy to the incorrect long-range 
behavior of the exchange functional used.  Slightly better results are obtained using the 
EOM-CCSD/EFP1/DH(d,p) method.  Increasing the basis set slightly improves the 
agreement with experiment.  However, the EOM-CCSD/EFP1 spectral full line width at half 
maximum (FWHM), ≈ 0.26 eV, underestimates the experimental value of 0.6 eV [80].  
Predicting spectral line widths that are in agreement with experiment may require the use of 
periodic boundary conditions in the QM/MM MD simulations used to acquire the 
configurations sampled, as was accomplished by Kosenkov and Slipchenko [42]. 
5.  Conclusions 
 An approach to combining CC theory with the EFP1 method for water in a QM/MM 
scheme has been developed in which optimization of the solvent polarization is performed in 
the reference state.  The CC/EFP1 method was applied to the study of the hydrolysis 
mechanism of 1-methylsilatrane, the solvation of the hydroxyl and nitrate anions, and of the 
lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state of pNA in water.  The discrepancy between 
CC/EFP1 and fully ab initio calculated values for the systems studied in the ground-state in 
this work is less than ≈ 6 kcal/mol.  The CC/EFP1 method developed in the current study 
may not be applicable for quantitative studies on delocalized systems in which many-body 
effects may be important.  However, the CC/EFP1 method offers qualitative insight and at 
least semi-quantitative predictions.  
 The CC/EFP1 approach offers a computationally attractive option for the inclusion of 
environmental effects in CC calculations with the total computational cost being nearly 
equivalent to single gas-phase CC calculation.  The low computational overhead is due in 
part to avoiding the computation of the CC reduced one-particle density matrix which is 
required in order to optimize the solvent polarization with respect to the CC wavefunction.  
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The results suggest that capturing solvent effects in the reference state offers a significant 
step towards a complete description of environmental effects with CC theory. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
  
 Neutral and acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanisms of 1-substituted silatranes (R = H, 
Cl, F, CH3, NH2, OH, PH2, SiH3) in the presence of one and two waters were studied at the 
MP2/6-31G(d) and CR-CC(2,3)//MP2/6-31G(d) level of theory in Chapter 2.  Catalytic 
protonation alters the rate-determining step of the reaction mechanism involved with neutral 
hydrolysis of 1-substituted silatranes by separating concerted events: siloxane bond 
formation of the hydrolyzing water with the silicon center, proton-transfer from the 
hydrolyzing water molecule to the endocyclic oxygen of the leaving group, and ring 
cleavage.  The presence of an additional water molecule significantly lowers the energy 
barriers associated with the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis mechanism by stabilizing transition 
states and intermediates through hydrogen bonding, proton transfer mediation and ring strain 
reduction.  In addition, atomic charges derived from electrostatic potentials illustrate the 
conjecture that formation of hydrolysis products during the acid-catalyzed mechanism 
increases the positive charge on the silicon center, promoting nucleophilic attack of 
additional waters.  Bond order analysis of the hydrolysis mechanism for 1-hydrosilatrane 
supports the notion that ring cleavage during neutral hydrolysis involves bond breaking of a 
siloxane group, while ring cleavage during acid-catalyzed hydrolysis is likely to involve 
bond breaking of a silanol Si-OH bond. Solvent effects do not alter the qualitative findings, 
suggesting that the insights acquired from theoretical gas-phase calculations may be 
transferrable to experimental observations.  Findings in this study mirror several 
experimental observations, including the hydrolytic stability of 1-substituted silatranes and 
enhanced rates of hydrolysis upon the addition of an acid catalyst. 
 In Chapter 3, the solvent-induced shift for the lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer 
excited state of pNA in water was investigated using the TD-DFT/EFP1 method.  The 
condensed-phase was modeled using QM/MM (B3LYP/EFP1) MD simulations with 150 
EFP1/DFT water molecules.  In transitioning from the gas- to the condensed-phase in water, 
an increase in the zwitterionic character of the ground-state geometry of pNA is predicted.  
The increase in zwitterionic character is reflected by the structural changes in the molecular 
framework and an increase in the dipole moment and charge separation of pNA in water.   
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The TD-B3LYP/EFP1 method reproduces the experimentally observed red shift in water.  
The largest contributions to the calculated solvent-shift are from solute-solvent electrostatic 
interactions and solute relaxation reflecting the observed increase in dipole moment and 
zwitterionic character of pNA.  The discrepancy between calculated and experimental solvent 
shift is due in part to the error in the calculated gas-phase vertical excitation energy for the 
lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state of pNA.  However, the TD-B3LYP/EFP1 
calculated condensed-phase vertical excitation energy of the charge-transfer excited state 
agrees with experiment [48-50] to within ≈ 0.1 eV.  Using a density functional with an 
improved description of long-range effects, an improvement in the calculated solvent shift is 
obtained.  For a single snapshot, the TD-B3LYP/EFP1 method reproduces the 
supermolecular TD-B3LYP value of the singlet π→π* charge-transfer excitation energy of 
pNA with 150 water molecules to within ≈ 0.16 eV with a 3000-fold decrease in the total 
wall clock time.  The TD-DFT/EFP1 method is shown to be an accurate and efficient discrete 
approach to modeling environmental effects for the study of optical properties of organic 
chromophores in aqueous media. 
 Chapter 4 analyzed the performance of 24 density functionals for the calculation of 
vertical excitation energies within the linear response TDDFT formalism against a 
benchmark set consisting of 101 experimental excited state energies.  Due to convergence 
issues in the ground state geometry optimizations, the benchmark set for mGGAs and GH-
mGGAs only consisted of 60 excited states.  The CAM-B3LYP (MAE = 0.22 eV) and the 
M06-2X (MAE = 0.17 eV) functionals are recommended for Rydberg excited states.  For 
valence states, the B3LYP (MAE = 0.26 eV), X3LYP (MAE = 0.26 eV), PBE0 (MAE = 0.30 
eV), and M06 (MAE = 0.25 eV) functionals offer equal performance.  The M06-L functional 
is an attractive option for the calculation of valence excited states since it is a pure density 
functional, and it does not require the computation of the exchange integrals needed for 
admixture of HF exchange in GH functionals.  For singlet states, the PBE0 (MAE = 0.25 eV) 
and M06-2X (MAE = 0.22 eV) functionals offer the best performance.  For triplet states, GH 
functionals are needed with B3LYP (MAE = 0.31 eV), X3LYP (MAE = 0.31 eV), PBE0 
(MAE = 0.32 eV), and M06-2X (MAE = 0.24 eV) performing well.  The CAM-B3LYP 
(MAE = 1.10 eV) functional is not recommend for the treatment of triplet excited states.  
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Overall, the best performing pure density functional is M06-L (MAE = 0.39 eV).  The best 
overall performing GH-GGA functional is PBE0 (MAE = 0.28 eV).  The best overall 
performing GH-mGGA functional is M06-2X (MAE = 0.22 eV).  Of the GGA functionals 
tested, none could be recommended since the LDA functional, SVWN (MAE = 0.54 eV), 
outperforms all GGA functionals overall.  In light of the unresolved convergence issues for 
several of the mGGAs and GH-mGGAs, the best overall density functional based on the 
benchmark used in this study is the PBE0 functional which offers a balanced treatment of 
singlet (MAE = 0.25) , triplet (MAE = 0.32 eV), valence (MAE = 0.30 eV), and Rydberg 
(MAE = 0.25) excited states. 
 Chapter 5 described an approach to combining CC theory with the EFP1 method for 
water in a QM/MM scheme has been developed in which optimization of the solvent 
polarization is performed in the reference state.  The CC/EFP1 method was applied to the 
study of the hydrolysis mechanism of 1-methylsilatrane, the solvation of the hydroxyl and 
nitrate anions, and of the lowest singlet π→π* charge-transfer excited state of pNA in water.  
The discrepancy between CC/EFP1 and fully ab initio calculated values for the systems 
studied in the ground-state in this work is less than ≈ 6 kcal/mol.  The CC/EFP1 method 
developed in the current study may not be applicable for quantitative studies on delocalized 
systems in which many-body effects may be important.  However, the CC/EFP1 method 
offers qualitative insight and at least semi-quantitative predictions.  The CC/EFP1 approach 
offers a computationally attractive option for the inclusion of environmental effects in CC 
calculations with the total computational cost being nearly equivalent to single gas-phase CC 
calculation.  The low computational overhead is due in part to avoiding the computation of 
the CC reduced one-particle density matrix which is required in order to optimize the solvent 
polarization with respect to the CC wavefunction.  The results suggest that capturing solvent 
effects in the reference state offers a significant step towards a complete description of 
environmental effects with CC theory. 
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